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THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO 

REPORT To THE PLANNING CoMMISSION 

DATE ISSUED: 

ATTENTION: 

SUBJECT: 

OWNER/ 
APPLICANT: 

SUMMARY 

June 6, 2013 REPORT NO. PC-13-071 

Planning Commission, Agenda of June 13, 2013 

APPEAL OF THE VIS IN DUPLEX; PROJECT NO. 280069 
PROCESS 2 

Jack Visin and Karen L. Visin/ 
Sasha Horton, Golba Architecture Inc. 

Issue: Should the Planning Commission approve or deny an appeal of the Development 
Services Department's decision to approve the demolition of two existing single family 
dwelling units and construction of a new residential duplex on a 0.04 acre site located at 
337 and 341 Playa del Sur Street in the La Jolla Community Planning Area? 

Staff Recommendation: 

1. DENY the appeals; and 

2. . GRANT Coastal Development Permit No. 983703. 

Community Planning Group Recommendation: The La Jolla Community Planning 
Association (LJCPA) has not provided a formal recommendation. The La Jolla 
Development Permit Review Committee (DPR) of the LJCPA was presented the project 
on March 12, 2013, March 19, 2013, and April16, 2013. At the last meeting the project 
was continued again by the DPR to May 14, 2013. 

Environmental Review: This project is exempt from environmental review pursuant to 
Article 19, Section 15303 (New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures), of the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The project proposes the demolition of 
two existing single family dwelling units and subsequent construction of a replacement 
two-unit residential duplex. The environmental exemption determination for this project 
was made on March 25, 2013, and the opportunity to appeal that determination ended 
April 16, 2013 (Attachment 16). This project is not pending an appeal of the 
environmental determination. 
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Fiscal Impact Statement: None with this action. All costs associated with the 
processing of this project are paid from a deposit account maintained by the applicant. 

Code Enforcement Impact: None with this action. 

Housing Impact Statement: The 0.04 acre project site is located at 337 and 341 Playa 
del Sur Street in the RM-3-7 Zone within the La Jolla Community Plan, which designates 
the site for Medium High Residential use at a density rate of 30-45 dwelling unit per acre 
(dulac). The project site could accommodate two dwelling units based on the underlying 
zone and two dwelling units based on the community plan. 

The project proposes the demolition of two existing single family dwelling units and 
construction of a new residential duplex. This project is subject to the requirements of 
the Affordable Housing Requirements of the City's Inclusionary Housing Ordinance 
(Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 13 ofthe San Diego Municipal Code) and the payment of 
Affordable Housing fees are due at the time of building permit issuance. 

BACKGROUND 

The proposed project site is located at 337 and 341 Playa del Sur Street (Attachment 1), west of 
La Jolla Boulevard (Attachment 2). The site is located in the RM-3-7 Zone (Attachment 3) 
within the La Jolla Community Plan (Attachment 4), Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable 
Area 2), Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone, Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal Impact 
and Beach areas), Residential Tandem Parking Overlay Zone, and the Transit Area Overlay 
Zone. The zoning designation is a multi family residential zone and the community plan 
designates the site for Medium High Residential use at a density of30-45 dulac. The project 
site, occupying 0.04 acres, could accommodate two dwelling units based on the underlying zone 
and two dwelling units based on the community plan. 

The project site has been previously graded and developed with two; one story single family 
dwelling units identified as 337 and 341 Playa del Sur Street. The 337 Playa del Sur Street 
building was built between 1926 and 1927, and the 341 Playa del Sur Street buildingwas built in 
1928. The applicant submitted a Single Discipline Preliminary Review to determine whether or 
not the subject property would be considered historically significant. This submittal included a 
Historic Resource Technical Report that was prepared by Scott Moomjian, dated December 
2010, and was reviewed by staff. 

Over the years, the buildings were both owner and tenant occupied, and modified and altered 
with changes to their exterior appearances. The changes include, but are not limited to, the 
construction of additions, interior modifications, window and door replacements, and the 
possible addition of a cobble veneer over the chimney for the 341 Playa del Sur Street building. 
In addition, the historical research indicated that the buildings were not associated with any 
important events or individuals at the local, state or national levels; do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction; and do not represent the 
notable work of a master builder or architect. City staff concurred with the report's conclusion 
that the buildings are not eligible for desfgnation under any Historical Resources Board (HRB) 
Criteria due to alterations and a resulting lack of integrity; and therefore the property was not 
referred to the HRB for consideration. 
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Project Description: 

The project proposes the demolition of two existing single family dwelling units and 
construction of a new 2,563 square foot residential duplex, consisting of a two bedroom unit and 
a three bedroom unit, and 367 square feet of roof decks. The site will contain four on-site 
parking spaces consisting of a 236 square foot, one car garage, and 430 square feet of covered 
parking containing three parking spaces, which are accessed from the alley. The structure will 
have a maximum building height of29 feet 9 inches; therefore, the building and any projections 
will not exceed the maximum 30 foot height limit allowed by the Coastal Height Limitation 
Overlay Zone. Playa del Sur Street at this location is not located in an identified Public Vantage 
Point and does not contain any physical access or visual access (major viewshed, view corridor 
or scenic overlooks) as identified within the La Jolla Community Plan. The project proposes no 
deviations or variances from the applicable regulations or development standards in effect for 
this site. 

Development of theproposed project requires the approval of aProcess 2 Coastal Development 
Permit (CDP) for development within the Non-Appealable Area 2 of the Coastal Overlay Zone. 
As a component of the proposed project, the buildings will utilize renewable energy technology, 
self-generating at least 50 percent of the projected total energy consumption on site through 
photovoltaic technology (solar panels). Because the project utilizes renewable technologies and 
qualifies as a Sustainable Building, the land use approvals have been processed through the 
Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. 

Community Group Recommendation: 

On March 12, 2013, the applicant presented the project to the La Jolla Development Pennit 
Review Committee (DPR) of the La Jolla Community Planning Association through their 
preliminary review process. On March 19, 2013, the project was re-presented to the DPR with 
the requested additional infonnation and documentation through their final review process 
(Attachment 7- DPR's March 2013 Minutes). In both meetings, the discussion revolved around 
the design of the building, how the building relates to the neighbors, views and privacy issues 
into/out of neighbor's property, compliance with the San Diego Municipal Code and the 
community plan, and the City's historical review and determination of the existing buildings. 
The project was continued to the DPR meeting on April16, 2013, and the applicant was 
requested to provide more documentation from the HRB staff and evidence that supports the 
Report's conclusion that the structures have lost their historical integrity. 

On April16, 2013, the project was re-presented to the DPR with the requested additional 
information and documentation (Attachment 8- DPR's April2013 Minutes). Based on the 
minutes, Professor Blackmond's (one of the appellants) letter was read aloud requesting a 
continuance to allow for the opportunity to provide an independent report (Historical Resource 
Technical Report). Professor Donna Blackmond owns one of the units within the condominium 
building located three lots to the east of the project site. DPR members asked that the report 
(Professor Blackmond's) be available before the next DPR meeting, and the authors and Scott 
Moomjian (owner's consultant) present their best reports. The project was continued to the DPR 
meeting on May 14, 2013. 
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On April17, 2013, the applicant's architect contacted the City and requested that a decision be 
issued on their CDP application, which proposes no deviations or variances from the applicable 
regulations and development standards in effect for this site. They indicated that they were 
aware of the potential to be appealed to the Planning Commission, but would much prefer that 
expedited review of the project based on the development regulations versus the DPR's second 
guessing of the historical detennination that was issued by the City on December 15, 2010. 

Development Services Department (DSD) reviewed the request, the DPR's minutes and agendas, 
and consulted with the HRB staff. Based on the evidence, the DPR voiced no outstanding issues 
with the design of the new structure. The only outstanding issue identified by the DPR was in 
reference to the historicity of the existing structures. The City is the designated local jurisdiction 
responsible to detennine whether a historical resource exists, and whether a potential historical 
resource is eligible for designation as a designated historical resource by the HRB, in accordance 
with Chapter 12, Article 3, Division 2 of the Land Development Code (LDC). In addition, the 
community group is an advisory group to the City and there are no provisions within the LDC or 
City Council Policy 600-24 (Policy on Community Planning Groups) that prohibits a decision on 
an application without receiving a recommendation from the community group. Therefore, on 
April18, 2013, DSD approved the CDP and a Notice ofDecision was issued (Attachment 9). 

DISCUSSION 

Appeal: 

On May 6, 2013, the Development Services Department received three appeal applications. The 
La Jolla Community Planning Association (Attachment 10) and the La Jolla Historical Society 
(Attachment 11) filed an appeal of the Development Services Department's decision on the 
grounds ofFactual Error, Findings Not Supported, and New Infonnation. Donna G. Blackmond 
filed an appeal of the Development Services Department's decision on the grounds of Factual 
Error, Conflict with other matters, Findings Not Supported, and New Information (Attachment 
12). The appeal issues and staffs response to those issues are proved below. 

1. La Jolla Community Planning Association- The appeal is based on the Association's 
belief that the decision on this application was made prematurely and respectfully 
requests that its rights to complete the project review be upheld. 

Staff's Response- As stated above, DSD reviewed the applicant's request, the DPR's 
minutes and agendas, and consulted with the HRB staff. Based on the evidence, the DPR 
had no outstanding issues with the design of the new structure. The only outstanding 
issue identified by the DPR was in reference to the historicity of the existing structures 
and that issue was previously addressed within the Historical Resource Technical Report 
dated December 2010. Therefore, on April18, 2013, DSD approved the CDP and a 
Notice of Decision was issued. 

2. La Jolla Historical Society- The appeal refers to the material and information submitted 
in the Donna G. Blackmond appeal application. Therefore, staffs response to this appeal 
has been combined within the Donna G. Blackmond appeal below. 
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3. Donna G. Blackmond- The appeal is based on the appellant's beliefthat the historicity of 
the two Playa del Sur cottages should be independently considered, that there are factual 
errors in the preliminary historic analysis, and that there has been a lack of due process. 
The appellant included letters by Legacy 106, Inc. and Union Architecture. 

Staff's Response- The letters prepared by Legacy 106, Inc. and Union Architecture form 
the basis for the historicity portion of the appeal, and include information previously 
known and considered, as well as incorrect information and analysis. 

The Legacy 106, Inc. letter incorrectly states that "the City of San Diego's Historical 
Landmarking Policy focuses on what can be seen from the sidewalk, or public view, and 
that view must present 'good' integrity." The City does not have a Landmarking Policy 
beyond the requirements of the Municipal Code and the designation criteria specified in 
the Land Development Manual and elaborated upon in the adopted Criteria Guidelines. 
Nowhen: in Cityr-egtJlation or_policydoesjt stat~ th_atintegrityis only_eval:uated_based on 
what can be seen from the public view. All modifications to a potential resource must be 
identified and evaluated for their impact on the building's integrity and ability to convey 
any potential historic significance. In the case of the subject property, the alterations to 
each building over time were fully evaluated and disclosed, and it was determined that 
the modifications impaired the integrity of each building to such an extent that they no 
longer conveyed potential significance under any Criteria. 

Both the Legacy 106, Inc. and Union Architecture letters take issue with the analysis of 
building modifications and integrity presented in the Technical Report, and conclude that 
the modifications either did not occur or did not impact the buildings to the extent that 
they are no longer eligible for designation. The information presented in the Technical 
Report was supported by detailed physical inspection and evaluation of the buildings and 
their materials, and was documented through photographic evidence. The impact of these 
modifications were carefully and independently considered by staff, and staff does not 
concur with the conclusion of the Legacy 106, Inc and Union letters that the buildings are 
eligible for designation in spite of the modifications. 

The letters contain incorrect information regarding the buildings' integrity at the time of 
evaluation. The letters contend that the front windows of the property at 341 Playa del 
Sur were replaced after the report was prepared in 2010, and that the consulting architect 
and staff failed to evaluate the integrity of the property prior to this "unpermitted" 
alteration. This is incorrect on several points. The photographs taken of the building in 
2010 and included in the Technical Report clearly show single pane wood frame 
windows flanking the front chimney. This was the condition in which the property was 
evaluated and is the current condition of the property. The window analysis prepared by 
the consulting architect actually identified these windows as two of the five original 
windows remaining out of twelve total windows. These windows were therefore 
considered original in the Technical Report analysis and did not factor into the 
determination of insufficient integrity. However, the survey form from the 2002 Draft La 
Jolla Survey shows that these windows were originally 6-lite windows which were , 
replaced with single-lite windows sometime between 2002 and 2010. Under the 
Municipal Code, this work did not require a building permit. This information further 
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illustrates the 341 Playa del Sur building's lack of integrity, with in fact only three out of 
twelve original windows remaining. 

The Legacy 106, Inc. letter contends that the development of the La Jolla Beach Cottage 
Historic Context constitutes significant new information under which the subject property 
must be evaluated. The applicant also states that the property was identified as a potential 
contributing resource to a potential historic district in the 2002 Draft La Jolla Survey; 
however, this is not correct and the area around the subject property was not identified as 
a potential historic district in the Draft Survey. In regard to the Context for La Jolla 
Beach Cottage development, the Context was prepared in conjunction with a nomination 
for historic designation submitted in 2009 and was available to staff during review of the 
Technical Report for the subject property in 2010. 

The Context discusses early development of La Jolla and the beach cottages that 
characterized this early development from the late 1880s through the 1930s. The Context 
notes that these early beach cottages were located primarily i11 the "downtown" area of La 
Jolla in the vicinity of Prospect Street, Girard Avenue, Fay Avenue, Ivanhoe Avenue, 
Wall Street, Pearl Street, Cave Street, Coast Boulevard, South Coast Boulevard, Draper 
Avenue, Eads Avenue, Kline Street, La Jolla Boulevard, Lookout Drive, Park Row, 
Princess Street, Spindrift Drive, Torrey Pines Road, and Virginia Way. The subject parcel 
is considerably south of these locations. Additionally, the integrity of the buildings 
remains a factor and impediment to designation in association with the La Jolla Beach 
Cottage Context. Because the period of significance for early La Jolla Beach Cottage ., 
development ends in the 1930s, any modifications made to the properties after this time 
Gust 1 0-14 years after their construction) would be considered an adverse impact on the 
integrity. This includes modifications such as the extensive window replacements and 
non-historic shingle siding, and most likely the cobble veneer as well. Therefore, the La 
Jolla Beach Cottage Historic Context does not constitute new infonnation not previously 
considered, and the appellants have not presented any information to support designation 
in association with this Context. · 

Furthermore, the appeal is based on the appellant's belief that there has been a lack of 
due process regarding the CEQA determination, the Notice of Right to Appeal (NORA), 
the Notice ofDecision, and permitting an applicant to bypass the local (community) 
process sets a dangerous precedent, effectively nullifying the process as a whole. 

The environmental review was conducted on the project pursuant to CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15060. The Environmental Analysis Section (EAS) of the DSD determined that 
the project was exempt pursuant to CEQA Article 19, Section 15303 (New Construction 
or Conversion of Small Structures). Once the environmental determination was made, a 
NORA was distributed March 21, 2013 and posted on March 25, 2013. The NORA was 
distributed to the City Council Member for District 1, the La Jolla Community Planning 
Association, and the interested persons that requested a copy of the NORA. In addition, 
the NORA was posted on the City's website and posted on the third floor within the 
DSD, which is accessible to the public and posted for period of 15 business days. 

On April17, 2013, the owners exercised their rights by contacting the City and requested 
that a decision be issued on their CDP application. As discussed with the 'Community 
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Group Recommendation' and 'Development Services Department Decision' sections 
above, there are no provisions within the LDC or City Council Policy 600-24 that 
prohibits a decision on an application without receiving a recommendation from the 
community group. The only outstanding issue identified by the DPR was in reference to 
the historicity of the existing structures and that issue was previously addressed within 
the Historical Resource Technical Report dated December 2010. On April18, 2013, the 
DSD approved the CDP and a Notice of Decision was issued and was distributed to the 
interested persons that requested a copy of the notice. On May 6, 2013, the La Jolla 
Community Planning Association and Donna G. Blackmond exercised their rights and 
filed appeals of the Development Services Department's decision; therefore, the process 
has not been nullified by DSD's action. 

Applicant/Owner's Response to the Appeals: 

Scott Moomjian submitted a letter dated May 7, 2013, to serve as a formal response to the letters 
prepared by Legacy 106, Inc. and Union Archit~c!ure(Attachment 13). The letters prepared by 
Legacy 106, Inc. and Union Architecture form the basis for appeal, and it is the consultant's 
detennination that they include infonnation previously known and considered, as well as 
incorrect information and analysis. 

Conclusion: 

The appellants have not presented any infonnation to support designation of the existing 
structures. The project meets all applicable regulations and policy documents, and staff finds the 
project consistent with the recommended land use, design guidelines, and development standards 
in effect for this site per the adopted La Jolla Community Plan, Local Coastal Program Land Use 
Plan, Land Development Code, and the General Plan. Therefore, staff recommends the Planning 
Commission deny the appeals and grant the Coastal Development Permit. 

ALTERNATIVE 

1. Deny the appeals and Approve Coastal Development Pe.rmit No. 983703, with 
modifications. 

2. Approve the appeals and Deny Coastal Development Permit No. 983703, if the fmdings 
required to approve the project cannot be affirmed. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Mike Westlake 
Assistant Deputy Director 
Development Services Department 

WESTLAKE/JAP 

eterson 
opment Project Manager 

· evelopment Services Department 
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Attachments: 

1. Location Map 
2. Aerial Photograph 
3. Zoning Map 
4. Community Plan Land Use Map 
5. Project Data Sheet 
6. Project Plans 
7. DPR's March 2013 Minutes 
8. DPR's April2013 Minutes 
9. Notice of Decision 
10. La Jolla Community Planning Association's Appeal Application 
11. La Jolla Historical Society's Appeal Application 
12. Donna G. Blackmond's Appeal Application 
13. Scott A. Moonjiam's Response Letter Dated May 7, 2013 
14. Draft CUP Resolution with Findings 

· 15. Draft CUP Permit with Conditions 
16. Environmental Exemption 
17. Ownership Disclosure Statement 
18. Project Chronology 

Internal Order No. 24002649 
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ATTACHMENT 5 

PROJECT DATA SHEET 
PROJECT NAME: Appeal of the Visin Duplex- Project No. 280069 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Demolition of two existing single family dwelling units and 
construction of a new residential duplex 

COMMUNITY PLAN AREA: La Jolla 

DISCRETIONARY ACTIONS: Coastal Development Permit 

COMMUNITY PLAN LAND Medium High Residential use at a density rate of3G45 dulac 
USE DESIGNATION: 

ZONING INFORMATION: 

ZONE: RM-3-7 Zone 

HEIGHT LIMIT: 30-foot maximum height limit(Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zon$ 

LOT SIZE: 7,000 square foot 

FLOOR AREA RATIO: 1.80 

LOTCOVERAGE:NA 

FRONT SETBACK: 10 feet min. & 20 feet standard 

SIDE SETBACK: 5 feet & 0 feet [LDC Section 131.0443(f)(2)(B)] 

STREETSIDE SETBACK: NA 

REAR SETBACK: 5 feet 

PARKING: 4 spaces 

ADJACENT PROPERTIES: LAND USE EXISTING LAND USE 
DESIGNATION & 
ZONE 

NORTH: Medium High Residentiat Multi Family ResidentialDevelopment 
RM-3-7 Zone 

SOUTH: Medium Residentia~ RM- Multi Family Residential Development 
1-1 Zone 

EAST: Medium High Residentiat Multi Family Residential Development 
RM-3-7 Zone 

WEST: Medium High Residentiat Multi Family ResidentialDevelopment 
RM-3-7 Zone 

DEVIATIONS OR None with this action. 
VARIANCES REQUESTED: 

COMMUNITY PLANNING The La Jolla Community Planning Associationhas not provided a 
GROUP recommendation and is one of the appellant's appealing the 
RECOMMENDATION: Development Services Department's decision of April18, 2013 
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A66REGATE 
ALUMJt-.'UM 
ALTERNATE 
ACCESS PANEL 
APPROXIMATE 
ARC.HITEC. TtlRAL 
ASPHALT 
ASSISTANT 
AUTOMATIC. 

BOARD 
BIJILDING 
BOTTOM 
SUIL T UP ROOFIN6 

CAaiNET 
CIRCULATION 
GENTER LINE 
CLEAR 
GElLING 
CLOSET 
CONCRETE MASONRY IJNIT 
COLUMN 
CONCRETE 
CONFERENCe 
CONNECTION 
CONSTRUCTION 
CONTII'a.IOUS 
CONTRACTOR 
COORDINATE 
CORRIDOR 
GARPC'T 
CONTROL JOINT 
CERAMIC. TILE 
CENTER 
COLD ¥tATER 

DOU3LE 
DEMOLITION 
DEPARTMENT 
DIAMETER 
DIAGONAL 
DIFFUSER 
DIMENSION 
DIVISION 
DO~N 

DAMPPROOFlNG 
DOOR 
DETAIL 

EAST 
EACH 
ELEVATION 
ELASTOMERIC.. 
t:U:C.TRICAL 
ELEVATOR 
EMERGENG'l' 
ENCLOSURE 
ENGolN.EER 
ENTRANCE 
EXPANSION .JOINT 
ELEC. TRICAL PA~L 
EQUAL 
EQUIPMENT 
ELECTRIC. 1"\AI=R COOLER 
EXHAUST 
EXISTING 
EXPANSION 
EXTERIOR 

FLOOR DRAIN 
FOUNDATION 
F IR:: EXTINGUISHER 
F!Nl5H FLOOR 
FIRE HOSE CABINET 
FINISH 
FLOOR 
Fl..:XIBLE 
FLUOR::SCENT 
FOOT 
FURNITURE 
FURRING 
FUTURE 

GAUGE 
GALVANIZED 
6ENERAL 
CS.LASS 
GROUND 
GRADE 
GoYPSUM SOARD 

HARD CORE 
HARDY'iARE 
HOLLOi"' M::T AL 
HORIZONTAL 
HOUR 
HEIGHT 
HEATING 
HEATING, VENTILATION 
HOT vtAn=R 

INCH(ES) 
INCANDESCENT 
INCLUDED 
INSULATED 
INTERIOR 
INTERMI:!DIATE 

JANITOR 
JOINT 

LAMINATE 
LAUNDR'l' 
LAVATORY 
POUNDS 
LINEAR FOOT 
LICS.HT 

MACHINE 
MAINTENANCE 
MASONRY 

MAiL. 
MAX. 
MECH. 
MEM6. 
MEZZ. 
MFR. 
MIN. 
t••115G. 
M.O. 
MOV. 
MID. 
MTL. 
MUL. 

N. 
N.I .C.. 
NO. 
NOM. 
N.T.S. 

OA. 
O.C. 
0.0. 
O.FD. 
OFF. 
OH. 
OPNG. 
OPP. 

PAY. 
P.C. 
PL. 
PLA/'•1. 
PLAS. 
PL8G. 
PL~D. 

PNT. 
PNL. 
POL. 
PROP. 
P.S.F . 
P.S.I. 
PTD. 
PTN, 
PT. 

GTY. 

R. 
R.ECEP. 
REINF. 
R.O.Y'i. 
RAD. 
R.3. 
R.C.P. 
R.D. 
R.EC. 
REF. 
REFR. 
REIN!=. 
REQD. 
RESL. 
REV. 
RFG. 
RM. 
R.O. 

5. 
SAN. 
SCHeD. 
SEC.T. 
SECUR. 
S.F. 
SHR. 
SHT. 
SIH. 
SL. 
S.P. 
SPEC.. 
SPKR. 
sa. 
S .ST. 
STA. 
SID. 
STL. 
STOR. 
STRUC.. 
SUSP. 
SYM. 

T. 
T .O. 
T.46. 
T.4G. 
TEL. 
TEMP. 
TE:R. 
THK. 
TLT. 
TOPO. 
T.V. 
TYP. 

UNCXC.. 
UNF. 
U.N.O. 
IJTL. 

VAC.. 
V.C..T. 
VENT. 
V'E:RT. 
VEST. 
V.J.F. 
VOL. 
V.T. 

>'1. 
Yi.C. 
>'<D. 
Yi.F. 
Y'I.H. 
l"'IN. 
i'II.M. 
mP6. 
m. 
Y'I.Y(F. 

YD. 

MATERIAL 
MAXIMUM 
MECHANICAL 
MEMBRANE 
MEZZANINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MINIMUM 
MISCELLANEOUS 
MASONRY OPC'NING 
MOVABL!":: 
MOUNTW 
METAL 
MULLION 

NORTH 
NOT IN CONTRAGT 
NUMBER 
NOMINAL 
NOT TO SCALE 

oVERALL 
ON GENTER 
OUTSIDE DIAME"T""::R 
OVERFLO~ DRAIN 
OFFICE 
OVERHEAD 
OPENING 
OPPOSITE 

PAVING 
PR..E-GAST 
PLATE 
PLASTIC. LAMINATE 
PLASTI::R 
PLUMBING 
PLYV'IOOD 
PAINT 
PANEL 
POLISHED 
PROPERTY 
POUNDS PER SGUARE FOOT 
POUNDS PER SatJARE INCH 
PAJNTI:D 
PARTITION 
POINT 

GUANTITT' 

RU89ER 
RECEPTION 
REINFORCINGo 
RIGHT OF Y'IAY 
RADIUS 
RUBe=:R BASE 
RE:FLEC TED CEILING PLAN 
ROOF DRAIN 
RECESSED 
ReFERENCE 
REFRIGCRA TOR 
R.EINPORC.ED 
REGIJIRED 
RESULTANT 
R._Z:::VISION 
ROOFING 
ROOM 
RO'.JG.H OP::NING 

50tJTH 
SANITARY 
SGHC:DULE 
SECTION 
St:CURITT'" 
SGUARE FOOT 
SI--!OY'ICR 
SHEET 
SIMILAR 
SLOPE 
STANDPIPE 
SPECIFICATION 
SPEAKER 
SQUARE 
STAINLESS STEEL 
STATION 
STANDARD 
STEEL 
STORAGE 
STRIJCllJRAL 
SUSPENDED 
SYMMETRICAL 

TREAD 
TOP OF 
TOP AND BOTTOM 
TON6UE AND 6ROOVE 
TELEPHONe 
TEMPERED 
TERRAZZO 
TI-UC.K 
TOILET 
TOPOGRAPH'l' 
TELEVISION 
TYPIGAL 

UNEXCAVATED 
UNFINISHED 
UNLESS OTHERi'iiSE NOTED 
UTIUTT'" 

VACWM 
VINYL GOMPOSITION TILE 
VENTILATION 
'V'ERTICAL 
VESTIBULE 
VERIFY IN F IELD 
VOLUME 
VtN'l'L nLE 

Y'EST 
VII.ATER CLOS::T 
>'<QOD 
~"!IDE FLAN6E 
Y'tATER HEATER 
Y'(INDOI'i 
~"!IRE MESH 
VII.ATERPROOFINS 
Y'tATER 
I"E':LDED Y'I!R.E MESH 

YARD 

VI CIN ITY HAP NOSC.AL= 

· ~· . 

SITE LOGATION 

B;IU CQIJTT.~ ,.. 

: lu Jolla 
High Sr.~ool 

. Siu"<!ent scitnc~ 
··· u_nion Building 

'I--·--0 . . 

PROPOSED AREA (CONTINUED): 
NEY'I PATIOS t DECKS- UNIT"MAM 

FIRST LEVEL: 
Si::COND LEVEL 
THIRD LEVEL: 
ROOF: 

TOTAL UNIT "A " DEC.K.S: 

N..::v-1 PATIOS t DEGKS - UNIT "B" 
FIRST LEVEL: 
SECOND Lt:VEL 
THIRD LE'rd: 
ROOF: 

TOTAL. UNIT "8 " DEC.K.S: 

TOTAL DECK AREA: 
(BOTH UNITS) 

0 S.F. 
o s.r. 

53 S.F. 
IC!8 S.!". 

.251 S.r. 

0 S.F. 
0 S.F. 

.21 S.F. 
16C! S .F. 

Jqo sr. 

441 S.F. 

• ~ ALL PATIOS AND DECKS HAVE A MINIMJM OF 4056 
OPEN ON AT LEAST T't'IO SIDES, THEREFORE. THEY ARE EXEMPT 
FROM BEING INCLUDED IN THE GROSS FLOOR AREA. 

PROJECT DATA 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: DEMOLISH EXISTING DUPL!::X. 
CONSTRUCT NE~ S!JSTAINABLE 
THREE STORY DUPLEX. 

SITE ADDRESS: 391-341 PLAYA DEL SUR 
LA JOLLA. C.A q.209i 

A5St:550RS PARGEL NUMBER 351-383-14-00 

LEGAL DESC..RIPTION: LOT 20. BLOCK 5, MAP NO. 1216 

EX!.S.TINS__FERMITS: SINGLE DISC-IPLINE PRELIMINARY REVIEY'\, 
HISTORICAL, PTS st .21880~ 

REQUIRED DJSC.RETIONARY 
~RJ-1JTS: COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 

YEAR EX15TIN6 
STRUCTURE vtA5 6UIL T, 1'135 

EXISTING SOIL CONDITIONS: FREVIOUSL 'l' GRADED t DISTI.iRSED 

LOT USE 

EXISTING: 
PROPOSED: 

LOT ZONING: 

OVERLAY ZONE DESIGNATION: 

LOT SIZE: 

DENSITY: 

MAXIMUM F A.R.: 

OGCUPANCY: 

61JILDING CODE· 

GONSTRUCTION TT'PE: 

f.M.13ER OF STORIES 

EXISTING: 
PROPOSeD: 

61JILD!NG HEIGHT 

EXISTING: 
PROPOSED: 

6EOLOGIGAL HAZARD 
CATEGORY: 

LANDSCAPe' AREA SGUARE 
FOOTAGE: 

AREA CALC.ULATION5: 

MAXIMUM F .A.R. : 

ALLO)'I{ABLE AR.'::A: 

DUPLEX 
DUPLEX 

RM-3-i 

LA JOLLA COHH.JNITY PLAN, 
COASTAL Ht:I6HT LIMIT, 
GOASTAL OVERLAY ZONE, 
PARKING> IMPACT: 

COASTAL 4 BEACH IMPACT AREAS. 
RESIDENTIAL TANDEM PAR.'<ING, 
TRANSIT AREA 

1,000 SF PER D .U. = DUPLEX ALLOJ."'oot:D 

1.80 (Y'I1TH 1/3 SET ASIDE FOR PARKING) = 
3.Cf20 SF TOfAL ALLOV'ED 
(2,613 SF LIVING • 1,301 SF PARKING) 

R-3 

2010 G.B.C. 

TT'PE VB 

I STORY 
3 5 TORIES 

11'-0" 
2"'1 '-"l" 

53 

3"10 S.F. 

1.60 (~ITH 1/3 S:::T ASIDE FOR PAR.~INS) 

3 ,'=1.20 SF TOTAL ALLOY'IED 
(2,613 SF L IVING ... 1,301 SF PARKING) 

PROPOSED AREA: 
UNIT ·A" HABIT ABU:: 

FIRST LEVEL: 
SECOND LEVEL: 
THIRD LEVEL: 

TOTAL HABIT ABLE: 

UNIT ·A· PARKING: 
COVERED AREA OF CARPORT, 

TOTAL PARKINGo •·g, 

UNIT '6" HABITABLE: 
FIRST LEVEL: 
5EGOND t.EVfL , 
THIRD LEVEL 

TOTAL HABITABLE: 

UNIT "B" PARKING: 
GARAGE: 
C.OVER!:D AREA OF C.ARF"CRT: 

TOTAL PARKING "B": 

TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA: 
. (BOTH UNITS) 

37.2 S .F. 
533 S .F. 
431 S.F. 

1.33b S.F. 

.255 S.F. 

.255 5.F. 

6.2 S.F. 
6 18 S.F. 
541 S .F . 

1..2.21 S.F. 

.236 S.F . 
115 S.F. 

411 S.F. 

2563 5 .F. LIVIN5 
( < :2,613 S.F . ALLOl"'EDJ 

666 5.F. PARKING 
( < 1..301 S.F. ALLOY'\ED) 

3 22"'1 S.F TOTAL 
( < 3,"'120 S.F. AUOI"i2D) 

SHEET INDEX 

GENERAL 

TI.O GOVER SHEET 
TU L!:6:::ND AND PRO...re:CT DATA 

GIVIL 

C! EXISTING TOP06RAPHIC SURVEY 

AR.C.HITEC.TUR.AL 

AO.O SITE PLAN 
AI .O FIRST 4 SECOND FLOOR PLANS 
Al.l THIRD FLOOR 4 ROOF PLANS 

A2.0 EXTERIOR. !:LEVATIONS 
A2.1 EXTt:RIOR ELEVATIONS 

A3.0 SITE SECTIONS 

LANDSC.APE 

LI.O LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

PROJECT D IRECTORY 
O~R: KAREN 4 JACK VISIN 

5508 PACIFICA DRIVE 
L A .JOLLA, CA '=12031 

ARCHITECT: GOLBA ARCHITECTURE, INC.. 
1Cf40 GARNET AVE., SUITE 100 
SAN DIEGO, C.A "l210'1 
TEL. (61q) .231-'l"lOS 
CONTACT: SARAH HORTON 

5URVE'l'OR: SAN DIEGO LAND SURVEYING 4 EN61NEERING 
q665 CHESAPEAKE DRIVE, SUITE 445 
SAN DIEGO, C.A '12123 
TEL, (858) 565-8962 
C.ONT ACT: ROBERT SA TEMAN 

GENERAL PLAN SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT GOALS 
THE PROPOS::D DUPLEX EMPLOYS NUM:::ROUS PRINGIPLES AS 
Y'ELL AS C.ONSERVATION EFFORTS THAT ARE C.ONSIST"e:NT Y'liTH 
THt: NE~ Y ADO?'"!~ C ITT' OF SAN DIEGO GENE:RAL PLAN. 

THe PROJECT IS A NEY'I CONSTRUCTION INFILL LOC.ATED Y'IITHIN 
THE RM-9-1 ZONE "OF L A JOLLA THAT TAKES A PR-=viOUSL Y 
DEVELOPED RESIDENTIAL LOT AND PROPOSCS A SUSiAINAaLE 
THREE-STORY DUPLEX. THE PROJECT Y'IILL PROVIDE A TOTAL OF 
4 PARKING SPACES. THIS I"!ILL Ht:LP TO RELIEVE 11-IE 
SIGNIFICANT SHORTAGE OF PARKING AND UNaiRDEN BE:AGH 
AREA STR=::IS, THUS FREE!N6 UP SPACES FOR VISITORS AND 
LOCALS. 

THE PROJECT SHALL ADD TO 11--iE NE!GHBORL Y FEEL IN AN 
AREA THAT !S PREDOMINATI:LY RESIDENTIAL USC. IT'S 
CONTEMPORAR'l' BEACH EXTERIOR AND CLOSE PROXIMITY TO 
THE BEACH ~ILL ENHANCE THE RECOGNITION AND R:SIDENTIAL 
USE OF THE t:XISTING AREA. 

FVR.TH::R, TH!:: PR.O.J::C.T SHALL INCORPO~TE Tl-iE FOLLOHING 
SUSTAINABLE: BUILDING FEATURES: 

I. SUSTAINABLE FIB=R-GEMENT SIDIN6. 

2 . EFF!GIENT THERMAL EXTERIOR I"'ALL INSULATION TO ~DUGE 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION .. 

3 . PREMIUM eXTERIOR FINISHES ON 5lt!GCO Y'iALLS AND ALL 
PAINTED TRIH SHALL FEA1UR.E HI6H-R.EFLECTIV!TY TO LOY'ER 
ENERGY CON5!.JI'-1PTION. 

4. EXCEED VALUES SET FORTH IN THE TllLE-.24 ENER6Y 
ANALYSIS 6Y A MINIMUM OF 15%. 

5 . 50LAR PHOTO VOL TAlC. SYSTEM THAT SHALL G!:NERATE 
MOR: TMAN 5096 OF THE PROJEGTED E~R.GY C..ONSUMPTION. 

6. DUAL-PLANE. L01"1-E GLASS PANELS ON ALL J."''INDOI-'-!5. 

i. HI6H EFFICACY LICS.HTING OR OCGUPANC.'I" SENSORS IN 
SA 11-IROOOHS AND LAUNDRY AREAS 

e . EN:R6Y STAR APPL1ANGE5 

C!. USE OF LOYi VOC. PAINTS AND LOI"t EMITTIN6 ADHESIVES. 
C.OATING5, CARPETS AND OTHER FINI5HES YIIHERE FEASIBLE. 

10. USE OF ENGoJNEER.ED YiOOD PRODUCTS 

II. NAT\JRAL C.OOLIINGNENTILATION YiiTH OPERAaLE Y'I INDOHS 

Prepared 6~: 
6olbo Arc:.hlteGtvr-e 
1'140 Garnet Ave. #IOO 
Son D le:gc, CA '1.210'=1 
(61'1) .231..<:\'=105 
rox . ese- 150-3411 

Project Address: 
931-341 PLAY A DEL SUR 
LA JOLLA, CA '12037 

Pro jec. t Nome: 
VISIN DUPL:.X 

Sheet Title : 

LEGEND 
PROJECT 

Revl~lon 14: 
Revl~lcn 13, 
Revision 12: 
Ravlslon II: 
Revision to, 
Re.vl~lon q, 
Revl~lon 6: 
Revis ion 1: 
Ravlslon 6: 
Revision 5: 
Revision 4, 
Re-vision 3: 
Revis ion 2 : 03-05-13 
Revision I: 02-14-13 

~1g1nal Dote : 05-2'1-12 
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ATTACHMENT 6 

GRAPHIC SCALE 
10 0 5 10 20 <O 
1.. I r-.•.• 

( IN FEET ) 
1 INCH • 10 IT. 

LEGAL DESCRIPUON· 

LOT 20 IN BLOCK 5 OF LA JOLLA STRAND, IN THE CITY OF SAN 
DIEGO. COUNIY OF SAN DIEGO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
ACCORDING TO MAP THEREOF NO. 12 15 FilED IN THE OFFICE 
OF THE COUNIY RECORDER OF COUNIY OF SAN DIEGO 

BENCH MARK· 

CIIY OF SAN DIEGO BENCH MARK: 
SOUTHEAST BRASS PlUG AT THE INTERSECTION 
OF PLAYA DEl SUR STREET AND VISTA DEl MAR AVENUE. 
ElEVATION - J<.540 M.S.l. 

LEGEND: 

@) INDICATES WATER METER 

'Th INDICATES POWER POlE 

-)\---o INDICATES STREET LIGHT 

P INDICATES PlANTER 

INDICATES VAULT 

TW INDICATES TOP OF WALl 

TC INDICATES TOP OF CURB 

Fl INDICATES FlOW liNE 

INDICATES WOOD FENCE 

= INDICATES WAU 

INDICATES ROCK WALl 

·----~---- INDICATES SEWER LATERAl 

·----®----- INDICATES WATER SERVICE 

- W -- W -INDICATES WATER liNE 

-- S-- S-- INDICATES SEWER liNE 

-------• INDICATES PROPERlY liNE 

TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY 

For the exclusive use of: 
GOLBA ARCHITECTURE, INC. 

1040 GARNET A VENUE, SUITE I 00 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92109 

San Diego Land Surveying & 
Engineering, Inc. 

I 

9865 Chesapeake Drive, Suite 445, San Diego, California 92123-135 
Phone• (656) 565-6362 FalC (656) 585-4354 

Sheet a of lD Sheet 
ROBERT J. BATEMAN, P.l.S. 7046 
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mo STORY Si\JC.C.O 

APARTMENTS 
(LOT 21, BLOC.K 5, 

LA JOLLA STRAND, MAP 1216) CAR PORT ' \ ' \~~' __ : -+---i,i 
·. i-'r.-- \~\ -~- -------------------------' 

v ,;{,~\ /~~":_ ---p==~~~;;==='==='f'==~==~====~§~;~f;~~~~90~'~-ot· ;MAX~. ~{;;;2·~-~· ~--;;,;~EN~G~RO:i:"""""~26~·~~~~~~~::~:,~0:~--~~--~~-:~~~~----~~~--~·~lEN~~6TH~I~~~~~~~~~iii:i~~~=c==c=2=2·-o=c=l/2=:=' =
1

7
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_ .,T~~-~~~~~;,~ E XI STIN5 RED \ '. . 
BRICK PAVERS \ \ -· . 

;, REPLACE EXIST.~\:\ :. 

.. ~ .... --· 

·' 

CURB Y'V FULL ~ \ 

~;~:;A~ C.URB 4 \ \ 
6UrrER Y'V OFFSITE \ \ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

·· SL-OPE DN. ~0 ·~.,__ ! 
TRENCH DRAIN 7. 1 

TRANSITIONS, PER \._\., . 
STD. DV'-16. 6-:2 
AND\ SDG-100. \\. 

\ 
\ 

1331 PLA"T' A DEL. SUR I 
WIT AM 
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STORM ~ATER QUALITY NOTES/ CONSTRUCTION BMP'S 

THIS PROJEC-T SHAL-L C.OI'-1PLY Jl'tiTr-1 ALL REGUIREHC:NTS oF THE STATE P:RMIT; C-ALIFORNIA REGIONAL 1-"tA-rt=R QUALITY CONTROL 
BOARD, sAN DIEGO REGION, ORDER NO. 2001-QI NPDES NO. C.A5010815 (HTTF://~.5¥'\RCB.CA.GOV/RY'iGICBq/PROISRAMS/ 
5D5TORt--1YiATER.HTML) AND C.ITY OF SAN DIEISO LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE (HTTPJ/C.LE:RKDOG.SANNET.60V/RIG HT51TE/GETC.ONT'ENT/ 
LOC.AL.PDF?DM~_09JEC.TID =OG100 14518008CC.43) 

NOT'C'S 1-b BELo~ REPRESENT KEY MINIMUH REQUIREMENTS FOR CONSTRUC.TION 6MP'5. 

I. 5UFFIC.IENT EIMP'S MUST BE INSTALLED TO PREVENT SILT, MUD OR OTHER CONSTRUCTIONS DEBRIS FROM SEIN:S TRAC-KED INTO 
THE AD.JACENT STRE=:T(SJ OR STORM WATER CONVEYANCE SYSTEH DUE TO CONSTRUC-TION VEHIC-LES OR ANY OTHER CONSTRUc.TION 
AC-TIVITY. THE C.ONTRAC.TOR SHALL BE RES?ONSIBLE FOR C-LEARING> ANY 5UC.H DEBRIS THAT HAY BE IN THE STREET AT THE END OF 
EAC.H ~ORK DAY OR AFTER A STORM EVENT THAT CAUSES A SREEC.H IN THE INSTALLED C.ONSTRUC.TION 6MP'5. 

2 . ALL STOC-K PILES OF UNCOMPAC-TED SOIL AND/OR BUILDING MATERIALS TI-1AT ARE INTENDED TO BE LErT UNPROTEC.It::D roR 
A PERIOD GREATER THAN SEVEN C.AL2NDAR DAYS ARE TO BE PROVIDED Jl'tiTH EROSION AND SEDIMENT C-ONTROL. SUCH SOIL MUST 
BE PROTECTED EACH DAY ~HEN THE PR06A31LITY OF RAIN 15 %40 OR GREATER. 

3. A C.ONCREre 1-i.ASHOUT SHALL BE PROVIDED ON ALL PROJECTS I"'HIC.H PROPOSE TI-1E C.ONSTRUC.TION or ANY C.ONC..RETE 
IMPROVEMENTS THAT ARE TO 6:: POUR::O IN PLAC.E ON THE SITE. 

4 . ALL EROSION/SEDIHENT C.ONTROL DEVIC-ES SHALL EE MAINTAINED IN I"'ORKIN6 OROCR AT ALL TIHES. 

5. ALL SLOPES THAT ARE C-REATED OR DISTURBED SY C.ONSTRUC.TION AC-TIVITY HUST BE PROTEC-TED AGAINST EROSION AND 
SE:'DIMENT TRANSPORT AT ALL TIMES. 

b . THE STORAGE or ALL C-ONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND EGJIPMENT MUST 6:: PROTECTED A:SAINST ANY POI=NTIAL R::LEASE OF 
POLLUTANTS INTO THe ENVIRONMENT. ' 

SITE NOTES: 

ONE STOR"T' SilJCCO 
RESIDENC2 

(LOT lq, 3LOCK 5, 
LA JOLLA STRAND, HAP 1 2 1~) 

THIS STRI.JC.TURE SHALL. NOT EXCE!:D 30' IN H216HT IN CONFORMANCE ~ITH 
SDMC. S2C.TION 113.0210. 

2 . TH!::R.::: ARE NO EXISTING OR PROPOSE:D 91JS/ TRANSIT STOPS 

3 . PROVIDE BUlL-DINS ADDRESS Nl..ll--1BER5 VISI6L:: AND LE518LE FROH THE 
STR::ET OR ROAD FRONTING THE PROPERTY. (\JFC qOI.4.4J 

4. M~TER. LOCATIONS AR!: SUD.JECT TO APPROVAL EI"T' SD5lE. 

5. SEE ATTACH.::D TOP05R.APHIC SURVEY DONE 9"T' SAN DIE50 LAND 
5URVE"T'IN5 ' EN61NEERIN5 FOR THE SOURCE OF TOP05RAPHIC 
INFORMATION. BeNCH HAR!C:::.: PLA"T'A DEL SUR ST. AND VISTA DEL MAR 
AVE .. S:::SP, 8'LE:V, ;34.54 MSL. ' 

6. SEE: ATTACH!::D LANDSCAPE DEYe:LOPMENT PLAN FOR Pl-ANTING AND 
HAR.DSC..APE. 

1 . NO GRADING 15 PRO?OS::D EXCEPT FOR THAT REGUIR:::D FOR FOUNDATION 
EXCAVATION. '1"'}4E MAX. CUT/FILL 15 18~-22". TH!:RE: 15 NO IMPORT/EXPORT. 

e. C.ONTRACTOR TO FIELD ~RIF"T' ALl EXISTING C.ONDITIONS AND REPORT 
AN"T' DISCR.!:PANCIES TO THE ARCHITECT. 

q , PRIOR. TO THE ISSUANCE OF AN"T' CONSTRUC.TION PERMIT, THE OY"'NERI 
PERMITT";::; SHALL INCORPORATE AN"T' CONSTRUCTION 9EST MANA62MZ:NT 
PR.Ac.TIC.ES N:::C.ESSAR"T' TO COMPL"T' V'll'n.l CHAPTER 14, ARTICLE 2, DIVISION I 
(5R.ADING RE5ULATIONSJ OF THE MUNICIPAL C.OOE, INTO TI-lE CONSTRUCTION 
PLANS CR SP::GIFICATIONS. 

10. PRIOR TO THE ISSUANCE OF AN"T' C.ONSTRUCTION PERMIT, TH:: 01"\NER/ 
PERMITTE:: SHALL SUBMIT A HA.i"ER POLLUTION CONTROL PLAN (HPC..P). THE 
i"''PCP SHALL BE PR::PARJ:D IN ACCORDANCE I"!ITH THE G-UIDELINES IN 
APPENDIX :;:: OF THE CITY'S STORM i"'ATER. STANDARDS, 

p •-o- TALL 'tiD,__/ 
PROF:::RT"T' l iNE 
FENCE 

SITE LEGEND: 

INDICATES PROPERTY LINE 

INDICATE& 5ETBACK. L INE 

NEI<"i CONC.Rer= PAVIN5 

EXISTING< CONCRETE PAVING' 

EU:C. TRIC MEI=R 

5AS METER 

)"V.TER METER. 

DIRECTION OF DRAIN.A5E 

ROOF DRAIN, D ISCHAR6!:: INTO . 
LANDSCAPE AREA 

PARKING CALCULATIONS: 
UNIT • A M (3 B~DR.OOMS), 
UNIT ~a- (:2 BEDROO.""'S), 

TOTAL REG'D: 

2 .25 SPACES R.!:G'D 
2.0 SPAC25 R:Q'D 

4 .2S 51'" ACES 
(.25 D I5R:::5AR.DED) 
• 4 SPACES TOTAL R.EGl:'O 

5'...0" IOD 
(IR.'~EVOCA3LE 

OF DEDICATION} I 
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r·l ., r ., I f~. ... I """ j 
\------.------------. ------- !,, --,,.! ~ --------------------_ - rr--l 

~ I -
\ BEDR.OOH 2-A ] ' B:DROOM 1-B 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
BED ROOM 1-A 

tb '-6" 

10 '-10 1/2' 

I 

2 
A3.0 

F AMILY-8 I ~ 
F .F .E. LEVEL .2 
+8'-=1" (1 1.25 M5L) 

__ j 

SECOND FLOOR PLAN 

26'· '- 3'-n· 1e·-o· tt~ s·-o· s·-o· 1ov , 

(30'-Q' MAXJ 

FIRST FLOOR PLAN 

LEeS END 

~ .2)( 5Tl.JD WALL PER. 5TRUC.TliRAL Dr\S5. 

-=-=-=-::. I HR. RATED riALL 

r::::=:===:=::l LOH HALL, 42" A.F.?., TYP. 

L.IN8 OF 6UILDING ABOVE 

"I :.(S) . --0 4 
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ATTACHMENT 6 
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I 
I 

I 
I 

\ 

\ 
I 

I 
I 
\ 

\ 
I 
I 

\ 

1'-b" 6'·2 1/2' 

':_ ( r.c ~~~~~,- -·· 

·Roo? DEGK·-:-.A 

TO RAILING 
(HI6H =oiNT) 

60'-1 1/2' 

11'-11 ' ,._,. 

+--"-'-'----t-----"'o~·:=-oc.!l/~2-' --+-4---''-"'-~f--------"'"-2'-::=2"'1/"-2' _____ --lt- 3 J/2' o.H. 

2 
'3 .0 

T'fP. 

14'· 3 112' 

. ·, ROQF. qEGK-a · 

ROOF DECK 
~8.1.5 ' 1'-'fSL .(+ 2~ '-3:') :. 

ROOF PLAN 

l ·~- 1 ..• I f~. ~· I ... 1 
--------------------- ' -F~~~--:~~1--: - ~I:T--IN---- ---------... --------------------------IT 

L _ _j II 
F===~~====~===== 

DEN-B 

\ ~ 
\ 

MASTER 
B=DROOH-A 

MAST"CR 
6EDROOM-B 

\ 
I 
I 

\ 
I 
I 

F .F .E. LEVEL 3 
•11'- 6 " (80.0 MSL) 

\_- .....-'1--f -------------- _ .::.::.;;;;;=;;;;;:·= ::::;;;:::;;;.: = ::.:;;;;·:::;;;.::·=........ .... _ ... ~ .... _.__ _ -----------

14'-11/2' 1.2 '-2 1/2" 

THIRD FLOOR PLAN 

IW 

l 
.I 

IW 

J 

LEGEND 

~ 2)( SnJD J'I!AL..L PER 5TR1.JC.WRAL tn·•-IS5. 

-=-=-=-::. I HR. RATED i"'!ALL 

~ LOY't I"''ALL, 42" A.F.F., T'T'P. 

LINE OF BUILDING ASOVE 

NOTE: 
THE HIGHEST POINT OF THE ROOF EQUIPMENT, 
OR ANT VENT, PIPE, ANTENNA, OR OTHER 
PROJECTION SHALL NOT EXCEED 30'-0" 
ABOVE THE GRADE (SDMC 1513.0304(f)) 

~ 
THE PROPOSED PHOTOVOLTAIC. SYSTEM IS 
UNDER A SEF'ARA TE PERMIT - NUMBER AND 
ARRANGEMENT OF SOLAR PAN2LS PER 
SOLA R CONSULTANT. 

0 4 6 

5CALC: = 1/4",.1 ' -0" 
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NE>"< 
56 '1. 

---- - --- -- ---------- --- --- -------- -~----- J 

0)------------------------------------------~S~O~U~T~H~E~L~E~V~A~T~IO~N 
SCALE: 1/4":::1'-0" 

EXTI:RIOR PLASTER SYSTEM 
ON PAP!:R 6ACKCD MTL. 
LATH ~ITH S::N!:R6Y 
"SCNER.FLEX" C.OLOR C.OAT, 
TYP. C.OLOR 11:1 PER OY'INERI 
ARCH. APPROVAL, TYP. 

LINE OF CX1ST'6 t 
PROPOS!:D GRAD.= 

I ~· '1. LINE OF 30' HAX. 

r-~~4~~L ______ :... _ ____ ___ ___ _ __ ___ _ _ ~~~~,~~;;," .. "':,.~ 
- ~~= I i - - - T.O. ROOF RAILING M.S.L. 

l i 

" ~ 
. . 

' 

. 

. 

s·-o· 

STANDIN5 S~M 
GOPPE::R ROOF, T"!'P . 

,.8'- <:t " rJ... 1 !..25' 
- - - ----:2::c::ND~. ;:F.F':-. I.JV~M.""s.L?_. 

---------~o~·;-o~·-· ~011/J' ~bc,2c;.s,__· 
- - - 1ST. F.F. VM.S.L. 
60.3 1 MSL 
(L.P. GRADi;: 
YVIN 5') 

GD--------------------~~~E=S~T~
4

~(S~T~R~E~E~TL)~E~L=E~V~A~T~IO~N 
SC:.ALC: 1/4"::1!'-o" 

ST. SlL. 4 GLASS 
GriJARDRAIL 
5'1'51"'8-1 IN5TALL£:D 
PER t-1Ai'U:"'. 5P~C.S. 
4 DETAILS TYP. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
JAMES HARDIE 
'HARDIC::PLANK' LAP 
SIDINS, COLOR: P:R 
ARCHITEC-T, TYP. 

~~LrMANUF. 

ORIGINAL 
'1. 

I 

---~~~~·~2~e~·-3~·-·~n.~£e£e~.;~s· 
- - - ROOF DECK F.P. V M.S.l. 

+11'-6" ;.. 80.0' 
- - - ----::3::"RD'"::FO'::.P~~ V'.,!',-=M'=o.S"'-L. 

+8'-q " c:- 1 1.23' 
- - - ----;:2,.CND~. F~.F'-. t;}VII,-"'M.S~L~. 

~ 
THE HIGHEST POINT OF THE ROOF EQUIPMENT, 
OR A NY VENT, PIPE, ANTENNA, OR OTHER 
PROJEC.TION SHALL NOT EXCEED 30'-0" 
AOOVE THE 6RADE. (5DMC. 113.0.210) 
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ORI61NAL 

'i 

I 

NEY< 
'i 

I 

63.34 MSL 
PROP. "D " DATUM 
(HIGH POINT AT 
BUILDING FAC.2) 

SS L~NE OF 30' MAX. ~1~~~~~~;~L~~~~~~ ~1~~~~~~~~~;~M~~~ SS fl 

I -~ -~~ -~~ 
--j - ---L~:;:::: :~- :_---------------------- ~~~~'!~c:~~~~~~~TYP --~~~~~~~~~~ !"_:' ___ --- - -~- --- -------- -~ 

~=============}-r--t~--r--;--r--;-:---:-n 5TAND,NG J 

T.O. ROOF RAILING 1 H.S.L. 

SEAM COPPER. J 
ROOF, TYP. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

JAMES I-IARDIE 
'HARDIEPLANK' l-AP 
SIDING, COLOR: ?;:R 
ARCHITI;C.T, lYP. 
INSTALL PER MA NUF. 
SPECS. 

I 
I 
I 

ff~ =====---·-·-··==······-···-==-·----=:.· ··--·--==··-··----~~~----~-----~- ~------~-------~··· · 0rl... .• ~~r\\_:-;+:m~' 
··. ·. 

I 

\__LINE OF E><IST'6 t 
PROPOSED GRAV2 

® NORTH ELEVATION 
3~------------------------------------~--~-----SC.ALE: 1/4"=1'-0" 

ST. STL t 6LAS5 
GUARDRAIL SYSI:M 
INSTALLED P::R MANUF. 
SPCC.S. 4 DE:TAILS TYP. 

EXTERIOR ?LASTER 
S'T'STEH ON PAPER 
BACKED MTL. LATH 
Y-IITH SENCRG'I"' 
"SENERFLEX" COLOR 
COAT, TYP. COLOR #2 
PER OV'INER/ ARCH. 
APPROVAL, T"'r'P. 

LINE OF E.XIST'G t 
PROP05;:[7 6RADE 

63.34 M5L 
PROP. "0 " DATUM 
(HIGH POINT AT 
6UILDING FAC.::) 

T .O. ROOF RAILING 1 M.S.L. 

2ND. F .F. 1 M.S.L. 

@ EAST (ALLEY) ELEVATION 
4~--------------~~~~~~~~~ 

SCALE: 1/4"=1'-o" 

+11' - 6" n.. 80.0' 
- - - -----:3:-::CRD:':-'=:F_F':-. {,/V~t-1.;.";5_L'-. 

~ 
THE H16H!:5T POINT OF THE ROOF EGU!PMEN"i, 
OR ANY VENT, PIPE, ANTENNA, OR OTHEf!. 
PRO.JEC. TION SHALL NOT EXC.EED 30'-0" 
ABOVE THE GRADE. (5DMC. \13.0210) 
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LINE OF 30' MAX. NE~ 
fL HEI6HT (MEA.C:VRED SB sa fL 

~ 
FROM DAnJM PT.)\ I . I J 
"13.34 MSL __ \_ ------- - ---- +------------------ --------- - ------------------------------------------ ------------------j __ ___ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

MASTER B:::DROCM - A 

FAHILY-A GARAGE- 5 

MASTER BED.- B 

FAMILY- B 

CARPORT- 8 

\_LINE OF EXIST'6 .! 

ORIGINA L 
lj_ 

+11'-6" ,... 80.0 ' 
- - - -----:;c3RD::'::-'-::P~.F.--1v.-r:'M;';;'.5"'-._.L. 

FRCPOS:::D GRADE 

CD EAST /~EST SEG TION 
1~---------------------------SC.ALE: 1!4" = 1 '-a~ 

- - - --:::=:::-::::_::'•:c2:"6~'--::':-" ""~~' ~"'c:"':c-1"'-5' 
ROOF Dt::C.K F.r . 1 f'-1.5.L. 

- - - ----~=·1~1~'-~6·_·"'~~'~13~0~.0;_' 
5RD F.F. v M.SL 

+8'- G!'" ,. "'71.25' 
- - - ----:2::-:N::"D_":F:-:.C,--. -\ovi"'l-c'M-:-'::.5"".L'-. 

ROOF DECK- A 

CLOSET- A 

I 
'''')'' 

_ .. ....,.: =--) 
L -: 

.o-26'-3" ~ 88."'75' - - - --=-=--=-='"""="=--'--~ ·""-""ROOF DECK P.F. , M.S.L. 

... 11'-6" ,.._ eo.o' 
- - - ----3,--RD"'-'-'P"'.P,--. J.,V~M:=:.S"".L'-. 

... e '-G!' " ~ 1 !.25' 
- - - ----:2::-:N::-D.":F:-:.F,--. -\oVi"'l-c'M-:-'::.S;;'.L-. 

LINE OF EXI5T'6 t 
PROPOSED GRADE 

Q'-Q" I 62.5' 

1ST. F.P. ~ M.S.L. 

GD~-----------------------N_o~R_T_H~;s~o~u_TH~s~:~-~~LET_,;~4~~,.~ 

~ 
THE HI6HEST POINT OF THE ROOF EQUIPMENT, 
OR. ANY VENT, PIPE, ANTENNA, OR OTHER 
PROJi:C.TICN SHALL NOT EXCEED 30'-0" 
ABOVE THE GRADE. (5DMC. 113.0210) 
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LANDSCAPE $ IRRIGATION NOTES: 
I. ALL LANDSCAPE AND IRRIGATION SHALL C.ONFORM TO THE C.IT'J"' OF SAN 
DIE60 t..AND DEVELOPMENT MANUAL, LAND5CAPE STANDARDS1 THE MISSION 
BEACH PLANNED DISTRICT; AND ALL OTHER CITY AND REt:SoiONAL:.. STANDARDS. 
2. IR.RIGoATlaN, AN AUTOMATIC, ELEC.TR.ICALLY CONTROLLED IR.R.IGoATION 
SYSTEM SHALL 6E PROVIDED AS REQUIRED FOR PROPER IRRI6ATION, 
DEVELOPMENT, AND MAINTENANCE OF THE VEGETATION IN A HEALTHY, 
DI5E:ASE-RE515TANT CONDITION. TH2 DESIGN OF THE SYSTEH SHALL PROVIDE 
ADEQUATE SUPPORT FOR THE v:E6ETATION SELECTED. ALL PROPOSED 
IRRIGATION SY5TEM5 HILL USE AN APPROVED RAIN SENSOR 5HlJTOFF DEVICE. 
9. IRRI6ATION TO BE PROVIDED BY A UNDER6ROUND DRIP IRRIGoATION SYSTEM. 
IRRI6ATION TO BE! DESitSNED TO INCORPORATE STATE OF THE ART IRRIGATION 
HEADS AND CONTROLLERS TO PROVIDE EFFICIENT APFLIC.ATJON OF ~TE:R TO 
THE PLANT MATERIAL J'ltiTHOUT GENERATING RUN-OFF, 
4. THE: PROPt:RT'!" OJ'ItNE:R ~"tiLL BE:: THE RESPONSIBLE PARTY FOR 11-!E LONG 
TERM LANDSCAPE AND SITE MAINTENANCE FOR THIS PROJEC.T, 
5. NON-BIODEGRADABLE ROOT BARRIERS S+!ALL BE INSTALLED AROUND ALL 
NEI-'{ STREET TREES. ROOT BARRIERS MAY BE ELIMINATED !'~{HERE THE 
COHBINATION OF TREE SPECIE:5, SOIL TYPE, SOIL ARE:A, AND DRAINAGE 
CONDITIONS CAN BE: SHO~N TO AFFORD EGUIVAL!:NT PROTECTION AGAINST TRE:E 
ROOT DAMAGE TO PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS (LDC 14.2.0409). 
6. IF ANY" REQUIRED LANDSCAPE: (INC.LUDINCS EXISTING OR NEl-'1. PLANTINCSS, 
HARDSC.APE, LANDSCAPE FEAiVRES, ETCJ INDICATED ON THE APPROVED 
CONSTRUCTION DOCUME:NT PLANS IS DAMAC.ED OR RCMOY'eD DURINC. 
DEMOLITION OR CONST"i"WCTION, TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE CIT'r'" MANAGER 
Y'\ITHIN 90 DAYS OF DAMAC.E OR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY. 
1. MAINTENANCE, ALL Rl:GUIRED LANDSCAPE AREAS SHALL BE MAINTAINED BY 
THE OI"{NER. THE LANDSCAPE AREAS SHALL BE MAINTAINED IN A FREE OF 
DEBRIS AND LITTER CONDITION AND ALL PLANT MATERIAL SHALL BE 
MAINTAINeD IN A HEALTHY GROI'iiNIS CONDITION. DISEASE:D OR DEAD PLANT 
MATERIAL 5HALL BE SATISFACTORILY TREATED OR REPLACED PER THE 
CONDITIONS OF THE PERMIT. 
B. t-1ULCH, ALL REQUIRED PLANTING AREAS SHALL BE COVERED i"'ITH )'.1JJLCH TO 
A MIN. DEPTH OF 2 INCHES, EXCLUDING SL0~5 REGUIRIN5- REVE!SE.TATION AND 
AREAS PLANTED i"'ITH CS.ROUND COVER. ALL EXPOSED 501L AREAS i"'ITHOUT 
VE.CS.E:TATION 5HALL ALSO BE MULCHED TO THIS MIN, DEPTH (SDMC 14:2.0419(b)J. 

DRAINA.GE NOTES: 
I. THE: DRAINAG-E SYSTEM FOR THIS PRO.JEC.T SHALL BE PRIVATE AND ~-"tiLL BE 
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL BY THE C.IT'r'" ENISINEER. 
2. ALL DEVELOPMENT SHALL BE CONDUCTED TO PREVENT EROSION AND STOP 
SEDIMENT ANJ.? POLLUTANTS FROM LEAVING- THE PROPERTY TO THt: HAXIMUH 
EXTENT. 
9, ALL ROOF DRAINS AND FL.ATHORK 5-HAL.L DRAIN P051T!veL. Y INTO THE 
STORM DRAINAC.SE SYSTEM. S'J:zyACE RUNOFF SHALL NOT DRAIN DIREC..TL Y INTO 
THE ADJOINING PROPERTY, AND CONSTRUCTION RUNOFF MAY NOT DRAIN INTO 
THE STORMI-'IATER CONVEYANC-E: SYSTEM. 

MIN. TREE SEP. DISTANCE: 
UNDERGROUND UTILITY LINES, 
ABV. GND. UTILITY STRUC.T.: 
DRIVEWAYS (ENTRIES), 
INTERSECTIONS (INTER5ECTIN6 
CURB LINES OF TI"!! STREE:TS), 
SEI"'ER LINE, 

5 FT. 
10FT. 
10FT. 

25FT. 
10FT. 

\.······ 

\, .......... ·-'·· 
.. --·\ 

\ ... --······ 

LANDSCAPE CALGULA Tl ONS: 
PER MUNI. CODE TABLE 14:2~04A, MULTIPLE DV'IELLJNG UNIT. SITE, Y'IORK EXCEEDING 1000 5.F. 

STREET 
YARD: 
541' SF 

SITE DEVELOPMENT AREA DIAGRAM N.T.s. 

2,11'e SF 

REQUIRED ONE 24-INCH BOX TREE PER 90 FEET OF STREE:T FRONTAGE QB 
ONE 10' BROY'IN TRUNK HEIGHT PALM PER 20 F::ET OF FRONTAGi:. 
26.16 FEET OF FRONTAGE = l TREE REQUIRED . 

STREET YARD• TOTAL AREA: 541' SF 

PLANTING AREA REGIUIRE:D: 214 SF PROVIDED• 259 SF EXCESS AREA PROVIDED: -21 SF 
PLANTING POINTS REQUIRED, 2i PTS PROVIDED• <::!0 PTS EXCESS POINTS PROVIDED: 69 PTS 
PLANTING AREA AS HARDSCAPE, 0 SF PTS ACHIEVED THROUGH l"'R.EES, 20 PTS 

REM"AININ$ YARD, TOTAL AREA• 931 SF 

COMBINATION OF TREES AND SHRUBS TREES PROVIDED• .L 
POINTS REQUIRED bO PT5 PROVIDED• 62 PTS EXCESS POINTS PROVIDED• 2....E.I2 

PTS ACHIEVED THROUGH TR::ES, ~ 

LANDSCAPE KEY NOTES: 

CD POROUS PAVING BAND 2' /"!IDE 

@ EXISTING CITY SIDEHA.LK TO REMAIN. IF DAMMED 
DURIN6 C.ONSTRUC.TION, REPLACE /"'iTH HISTORIC 
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LA JOLLA DEVELOPMENT PERMIT REVIEW COMMITTEE 
LA JOLLA COMMUNITY PLANNING ASSOCIATION 

COMMITTEE REPORT 
For 

March 2013 

March 12 2013 Present: 
March 19 2013 Present: 

Collins, Costello, Grunow, Kane, Liera, Merten (Chairman ProTem), Welsh 
Benton (Chair), Collins, Costello, Grunow, Hayes, Kane, Liera, Welsh 

1. NON-AGENDA PUBLIC COMMENT 3/12/13 
Welsh: Asks if the project on Ivanhoe is being constructed as approved. 
Architect Horton said no changes were made. 
Kane: Asked about the construction at 1760 Soledad Rd. (Is it Process 1? Is it in the Shores area?) 

2. NON-AGENDA PUBLIC COMMENT 3/19/13 
Kane: Followed up on the construction at 1760 Soledad Ave with Chris Larson. It is being done by a 
ministerial pennit. Paige Koopman said she is the Architect, they are mainly just adding a master 
bedroom, property line is OK 

3. SUBCOMMITTEE MOTION 3/19/13: As Chairman Benton was unable to attend, motion to appoint Mr. 
Merten Chair Pro Tem. 
(Costello/Kane 6-0-1) 

In Favor: Collins, Costello, Grunow, Kane, Liera, Welsh 
Oppose: 0 
Abstain: Merten 
Motion Passes 

4. PRELIMINARY REVIEW 3/12/13 & FINAL REVIEW 3/19/13 

Project Name: VISIN DUPLEX 
337 Playa Del Sur St 
Project#: PO# 280069 
Zone: RM-3-7 

Permits: 
DPM: 

Applicant: Sarah Horton, (619) 231-9905 

Scope ofWork: 

CDP 
Jeffrey Peterson, (619) 446-5237 
j apeterson@sandiego. gov 

(Process 2) Sustainable Expedite Program Coastal Development Permit to demolish an existing duplex 
and construct a 3,273 square foot duplex on a 0.04 acre site at 337 Playa Del Sur Street in the RM-3-7 
Zone within the La Jolla Community Plan, Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area 2), Coastal 
Height Limitation Overlay Zone, Parking Impact Overlay Zone, Residential Tandem Parking Overlay 
Zone, Transit Area Overlay Zone. 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION 3/12/13 (Sarah Horton, Sasha Veron) 
Zoned for medium to high density, RM-3-7. Allowed FAR= 1.8, proposed FAR= 1.48. Duplex units a) 
3 bed, 2 bath, b) 2 bed, 2 bath. Code allows "zero setback" for certain distance on side yards. 

Agendas and Committee Reports are available online at www.lajollacoa.org 
Please contact erin@alcombenton.com with questions/concerns. Recordings available. 
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DISCUSSION 3/12/13: 
Committee: With zero setback, what do neighbors see? Blank walls, windows? How are neighbors' 
windows affected? How is privacy affected? 
Prof. Donna Blackmond (Neighbor, 2 buildings away): Handed out photos. Her building is owner 
occupied. They are concerned about light, air flow, and loss of views. 
Joe Hayes (Neighbor): Concerned about loss of privacy. 
Susan Hayes (Neighbor): Concerned about placement of the roof deck, loss of privacy. 

Please provide for the FINAL REVIEW: 
a. Please provide a topographic layout of how the block progresses westward. 
b. Please provide copies of the HRB Staff report for distribution. 
c. Can more of the Cape Cod Cottage/Beach Stone Style of the old building be incorporated into 

your new building? 
d. Please provide a handout with the sustainable expedite specifics. 
e. Please provide a streetscape elevation showing how the building relates to the neighbors. 
f. Please provide a study of views and privacy issues into/out of neighbors' property (i.e. windows 

and decks). 
g. Where are the adjacent neighbors' windows with respect to the proposed building? 
h. Please provide the SD City Municipal Code reference of the RM Zone for DPR Members. 
i. Please expand the site plan to include neighbors' setbacks and windows. 
j. Please explain compliance with the LJ Community Plan page 90 e, building height, slope or 

setback. 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION 3/19/13 

Provided for FINAL REVIEW: Applicant response in italics 
a) Please provide a topographic lay out of how the block progresses westward. Provided a scale 

profile drawing of the block. The topographic presentation showed a 15ft. East-to-West slope 
with the roofs generally stepping Westward. 

b) Please provide the HRB Staff report (email to Chainnan for distribution). Historical Resource 
Technical Report by Scott Moomjian was emailed to DPR Members, 

c) Can more of the Cape Cod Cottage/Beach Stone Style of the old building be incorporated into 
your new building? The client wants a contemporary style. Keeping river rock wall. 

d) Please provide a handout with the sustainable expedite specifics. A handout was provided with 
14 items. 

e) Please provide a streetscape elevation showing how the building relates to the neighbors. 
Included with "a. " 

f) Please provide a study of views and privacy issues into/out of neighbors' property (i.e. windows 
and decks). One neighbor's bathroom (or kitchen) window will be obstructed. The middle roof 
will be lowered; the decking rails will be transparent glass. Just about everyone has a roof 
deck; all these roof decks are in an urban setting. 

g) Where are the adjacent neighbors' windows with respect to the proposed building? 
Demonstrated. One bathroom window blocked by zero setback. ·· 

h) Please provide the SD City Muni Code reference of the RM Zone to Chairman Benton for DPR 
Members. By email, SD Mini Code Ch 13, Art 1, Div 4, pg 56, 57. Diagrams 131-04H and 131-
04L 

i) Please expand the site plan to include neighbors' setbacks and windows. Provided an aerial 
presentation of structures footprints, also showing setbacks. Proposed building will be 30ft. 
back from street; will have less footprint than the current single structure. Overall height is 29 
ft. 9 in. (Building will be a couple of feet higher than the current chimney.) 

Agendas and Committee Reports are available online at www.lajollacpa.org 
Please contact erin@alcombenton.com with questions/concerns. Recordings available. 
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j) Please explain compliance with the LJ Community Plan page 90 e. (Topo error, should be pg. 90 
c) Transition between old and new. They are using off-setting planes, roof lines; building will 
be set back 30ft from the street. 

Joseph Hayes Letter: reply by Horton. 
1) Reduce building height? Middle roof will be lowered; deck railing will be transparent glass. 

Overall effective lowering of 3 fl. 6 in. 
2) Use street level for finish grade level? Would create a hazard for entry to garage from alley. 
3) Eliminate roof deck? Most neighboring buildings have a-roof deck. 
4) Effect on airflow? Hayes Quarters are 120ft. away; should not bother them. 

DISCUSSION: 
Comments by: Prof Blackmond, Paul Palpolikowski, Mark Marieno, Mathew Edwards. 
Heath Fox: (Executive Director ofLJ Historical Society) We recommended to the City that a historic 
review be done of this structure; never done. This is a 1920s craftsman architectural style cottage; we 
need to preserve it, as few remain. Request item be continued to allow a study. A full Historical report is 
needed to consider for a fully informed recommendation. 
Carol Olten: Opposes demolition of this craftsman cottage. 
DPR Member questions and comments were regarding privacy of neighbors' windows, building height, 
views from upper levels. There was much discussion on the lack of an appropriate historical study and the 
lack of adequacy of the submitted report for this vernacular style cottage. Some concerns were lack of 
documentation of the original cottages; conclusions drawn without supporting evidence. There was no 
review of the report by the LJHS. On a human scale, this craftsman cottage has a quiet, settling feel 
where someone wants to live there and have a sense of history. 
Continued at the Applicant's request. 

Please Provide for FINAL REVIEW: 
a) More documentation from the HRB Staff, including original report Jan. 2010. 
b) Provide the evidence that supports the Report's conclusion that the structures have lost 

integrity. · 
c) Please re-send the Reports, attachments, and other do'cumeiltati.on; 

5. PRELIMINARY REVIEW 3/12/13 & FINAL REVIEW 3/19/13 

Project Name: FEINSWOG RESIDENCE 
1250 Rhoda Dr Permits: 
Project#: PO# 308280 DPM: 
Zone: RS 1-7 
Applicant: Paige Koopman, (858) 459-1300 

Scope of Work: 

CDP 
Jeanette Temple, (619) 557-7908 
JTemple@sandiego.gov 

(Process 2) La Jolla Coastal Development Permit to demolish an existing single-family residence and 
construct a three-story, 5,542 square foot single-family residence with detached four car garage with pool 
cabana and lot line adjustment located at 1250 Rhoda Drive. The site is in the RS-1-7, Coastal (non
appealable 2) and Brush Mgmt zones in the La Jolla Community Plan. 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION 3/12/13 (Paige Koopman) 

Agendas and Committee Reports are available online at www.lajollacpa.org 
Please contact erin@alcombenton.com with questions/concerns. -Recordings available. 
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Please provide for the FINAL REVIEW: 
a. Please provide a topographic map with details highlighted, thicker lines, colored landscaping. 
b. Provide elevations on one drawing, two cross-sections through the topo map (exact heights not 
required). 
c. Please provide SD City Municipal Code ref., or explain why the retaining walls and buildings are not 
too close as to be over height. 
d. Please provide photos looking up Rhoda Dr. and Cabrillo to help understand if the area has an urban 
or rural appearance. 
e. Provide assessor's parcel map to compare the typical lot sizes in the neighborhood, across street too. 
f. Please indicate the footprint outline of the largest house that could be constructed on the smaller lot, 
could be 2 levels, what sq. ft.? 
g. Provide grading plan. 
h. Please provide site plan with the two homes next door. 
1. Please provide more details about raised-seam roofing material combination solar panels. 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION 3/19/13 (Paige Koopman) 

Provided for the FINAL REVIEW: Applicant response in italics 
a. Please provide a topographic map with details hi-lighted, thicker lines, colored landscaping. A clear 

drawing was provided. 
b. Provide elevations on one drawing, two cross-sections through the topo map (exact heights not 

required). Provided. 
c. Please provide SD City Municipal Code ref. or explain why the retaining walls and buildings are not 

too close to be over height. Changes made to correct; the retaining wall will be separated by 6 fl. 
d. Please provide photos looking up Rhoda Dr. and Cabrillo to help understand if the area has an urban 

or rural appearance. A complete photo survey provided showing each house, parcel map, topo map. 
e. Provide assessor's parcel map to compare the typical lot sizes in the neighborhood, across street too. 

Provided with the above "d". Neighborhood Lot Sizes, sq. (t. House Sizes, sq. (t. 
Min. 4,499 1,696 
Ma.:'( 63,597 7,845 

f Please indicate the footprint outline of the largest house that could be constructed on the smaller lot, 
could be 2 levels, what sq. ft.? 
At max: FAR, 0.59, it would be 2,951 sq. ft. (2,854 sq. ft. was shown as example.) 

Existing. sq. (t. Proposed, sq. (t. 
"Larger Lot" 7,464.28 10,247.61 
"Smaller Lot" 7,785.16 5,001.83 
Larger House 1,617 5,542 
Smaller house 487 487 (*may need to add a room so may be +/- 700 sq. ft.) 

*Since RS-1-7 Zone, the City may ask for a room to be added. 
The City did wonder if more parking was required for the smaller lot. Not required. 

g. Provide grading plan. Provided. 
h. Please provide site plan with the two homes next door. Provided. 
i. Please provide more details about raised seams roofing material combination solar panels. Given a 

manufacturer's flyer. 

SUBCOMMITTEE MOTION: Findings can be made for a: Coastal Development Permit to 
demolish an existing single-family residence ~md construct a three-story, 5,524 sq. ft. single-family 

Agendas and Committee Repotis are available online at www.lajollacpa.org 
Please contact erin@alcornbenton.com with questions/concerns. Recordings available. 
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residence, with detached four car garage, with pool cabana and lot line adjustment, located at 1250 
Rhoda Dr. 
(Hayes/Collins 7-0-1) 

In Favor: Collins, Costello, Grunow, Hayes, Kane, Liera, ·welsh 
Oppose: o 
Abstain: Benton, as Chair 
Motion Passes 

6. PRELIMINARY REVIEW 3/12/13 

Project Name: HOPE VARIANCE 
8001 Ocean Street 
Project#: PO# 289049 
Zone: LJPD-5 

Pennits: 
DPM: 

Applicant: RonDespojado, (619) 221-8285 

Scope of Work: 

CDP and Variance 
William Zounes, (619) 687-5942 
wzounes@sandiego.gov 

(Process 3) Coastal Development Pennit & Variance to allow reduced front & side yard setbacks and 
garage encroachment into ROW; allow 2nd floor roof deck & basement garage additions to an existing 
free-standing condo unit in a four-unit development located on 0.07-acre site at 8001 Ocean St, in the 
LJPD-5 Zone of the La Jolla Planned Dist. Overlays: Coastal N-APP-2, Coastal Height, Parking Impact, 
Res Tandem Parking. 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION 3/12/13 (Ron Despojado) 

DISCUSSION 3/12/13: 
Lisa Breuninger: Presep.ted a 28-page handout from the Ocean Lane HOA and presented their objections 
to the project. 
Committee: Suggested the HOA could request historic designation as a mini~.district. 

Please provide for the FINAL REVIEW: 
a. Please provide copies of the four findings for a Variance in writing, for distribution to DPR 

Members. 
b. Please provide an exhibit with an aerial view showing the relationship of the adjacent buildings. 
c. Please provide the HRB Staff report for distribution to DPR Members. 

7. PRELIMINARY REVIEW 3/12/13 & FINAL REVIEW 3/19/13 

Project Name: 
1644 Crespo 
Project#: 
Zone: 
Applicant: 

Scope of Work: 

MORREALE RESIDENCE 
Pennits: CDP 

PO# 284175 DPM: Morris Dye, (619) 446-5201 
RS-1-5 mdye@sandiego.gov 
Brooke Papier, (858) 449-5262, Conrado Gallardo (858) 442-2358 

Agendas and Committee Reports are available online at www.lajollacpa.org 
Please contact erin@alcornbenton.com with questions/concerns. Recordings available. 
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(Process 2) A Coastal Development Pennit to construct a 700 square-foot, detached guest quarters, on a 
0.20-acre site containing a single family residence located at 1644 Crespo Drive in the RS-1-5 Zone, 
within the La Jolla Community Plan Area, the Coastal Overlay (non-appealable), the Coastal Height 
Limit, the Residential Tandem Parking, and Transit Area overlays. 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION 3/12/13 (Conrado Gallardo) 
The Project doesn't involve any work on the Historic residence. All work will be for an accessory 
building, off Kearsarge Rd. It will be a detached garage with guest quarters above, a bath, and no kitchen. 
No connection to the main house. 

Please provide for the FINAL REVIEW: 
a. Please alter garage driveway to provide the required safety visibility triangle. 
b. Can the garage door be made transparent to match the main house? 
c. Please provide a street scene photograph and demonstrate how the fence works with the project. 

Also, how does the garage work with the project? 
d. Can you provide more articulation or architectural motif to the garage to avoid the "box on a box" 

look? Sloped roof, etc.? · 
e. Please provide a street view showing the proposed garage with the existing house in the 

background. (Could be done on the same illustration as "c" above.) 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION 3/19/13 (Conrado Gallardo) 
Applicant Presentation: The Project doesn't involve any work on the Historic residence. All work will 
be for an accessory building, off Kearsarge Rd. It will be a detached garage with guest quarters above, 
bath, no kitchen. No connection to the main house. 

Provided for the FINAL REVIEW: Applicant response in italics 
a. Please alter garage driveway to provide the required safety visibility triangle. Building pushed 

back into hillside to provide 10ft. for visibility triangle. 
b. Can the garage door be made transparent to match the main house? Will use the same door as 

the main house. · 
c. Please provide a street scene photograph and demonstrate how the fence works with the project. 

Also how does the garage work with the project? Shown drawings and photos 
d. Can you provide more articulation or architectural motif to the garage to avoid the "box on a box" 

look? Changed the finish. Sloped roof? Can't slope roof since the max; height for accessory 
structure is 15ft. 

e. Please provide a street view showing the proposed garage with the existing house in the 
background. (Could be done on the same illustration as "c.") Done. 

SUBCOMMITTEE MOTION: Findings can be made for a Coastal Development Permit to 
construct a 700 square foot detached guest quarters, on a 0.20-acre site containing a single-family 
residence located at 1644 Crespo Drive. 
(Collins/Hayes 7-0-1) 

In Favor: Collins, Costello, Grunow, Hayes, Kane, Liera, Welsh 
Oppose: 0 
Abstain: Benton, as Chair 
Motion Passes 

Agendas and Committee Reports are available online at www.lajollacpa.org 
Please contact erin@alcornbenton.com with questions/concerns. Recordings available. 
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LA JOLLA DEVELOPlVIENT PERlVHT REVIEW COMMITTEE 
LA JOLLA COMMUNITY PLANNING ASSOCIATION 

COMMITTEE REPORT 
For 

April2013 

April 9 2013 Present: Benton (Chair), Collins, Costello, Grunow, Kane, Liera 
April16 2013 Present: Collins, Costello, Grunow, Kane (Chair ProTem), Liera, Merten 

1. NON-AGENDA PUBLIC COML'-'IENT 4/9/13 

David Little: Provided a 6-page handout regarding the 30-foot Height Limit. Proposition Dis not based 
on a measurement to the finished grade as still widely believed today. This myth was propagated by 
Development Services 20 years ago, but still plagues us today. Using the finished grade produces a 
variable measurement point and this violates the intent of Proposition D. 

Costello: The project at 6604 Muirlands came to us in 2010, it was very contentious. At the LJCPA, 
neighbors reported that a very important part of the project and eventual approval, the driveway, is not 
constructed as promised/permitted. 

2. SUBCOMMITTEE MOTION 4/9/13: As Chairman Benton recused himself for the remainder of the 
meeting following presentation of Starbucks Torrey Pines, motion to elect Diane Kane Chair Pro Tern. 
(Costello/Benton 5-0-0) 

In Favor: Benton, Collins, Costello, Grunow, Liera 
Oppose: 0 
Abstain: Kane 
Motion Passes recorder setting 0001 00 42 40 

3. PRELIMINARY REVIEW 4/9/13 & FINAL REVIEW 4/16/13 

Project Name: STARBUCKS TORREY PINES 

Project#: 
Zone: 

Scope of Work: 

1055 Torrey Pines 
PO# 310878 
Zone 2 

Pennits: 
DPM: 

Applicant: 

CDP, SDP 
Jeannette Temple, (619) 557-7908 
jtemple@sandiego.gov 
Elisabeth Valerio, (323) 954-8965 

(Process 3) Coastal Development Pennit and Site Development Penni.t for outdoor patio seating of 
approximately 1,099 square feet, for an existing Starbucks in an existing commercial building at 1055 
Torrey Pines Road in Zone 2 of La Jolla Planned District within the La Jolla Community Plan, Coastal 
Overlay (non-appealable), Coastal Ht Limit, Transit Area. 

APPLICAl~T PRESENTATION 4/9/13: (Elisabeth Valerio) 

DISCUSSION: DPR Members discussed the inadequate design of the current parking lot. Expressed the 
opinion this is the opportunity to improve the parking lot and its circulation. This is needed as a 
Starbucks usually has a great deal of traffic. Parking on Virginia Way is All Day, it should be One Hour 
since the commercial area needs tum-over. 

Agendas and Committee Reports are available online at www.lajollacpa.org 
Please contact erin(ci),a]combenton.com with questions/concerns. Recordings available. 
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Page 2 of5 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION 4/16/13: (Elisabeth Valerio) 
Provided for FINAL REVIEW: Applicant response in italics 
a. Please improve the parking lot and circulation design. Indicate parking relationship to building, curb 
cuts, and the number of spaces. Revised plan shown. Required parking spaces, 23,· providing 38. 
b. Please indicate turning movements of cars onto Torrey Pines Rd and Virginia Way. Done 
c. Please show the relationship of the flower shop, traffic circulation. Done 
d. Indicate loading zones and trash pickup. Done 
e. Provide accurate drawings to indicate current site situation, and updated proposed plans. Done 

Please provide for FINAL REVIEW on 05/14/20"13: 
a. Please indicate path of pedestrian travel from Bloomers to the deck. 
b. Provide a clearer exhibit showing ADA handicapped parking, the sidewalks, and path of travel to office 
and commercial spaces. 
c. Please provide a statement from the City that the ADA path of travel around the building is adequate. 
d. Please close the driveway from Torrey Pines Rd to Bloomers, use space for parking. 

recorder setting 02 01 36 07 

4. PRELIMINARY REVIEW 4/9/13* 
*This project qualifies for a Coastal Exemption. The applicant requested a Courtesy Review and Vote. 

Project Name: GIRARD VILLAGE COLLECTION 

Project#: 
Zone: 

Scope of Work: 

7438-7470 Girard Ave. 
317104 
LJPD-1 

Pennits: 
DPM: 

Applicant: 

CDP 
Cherlyn Cac, 619-446-5293 
CCac@sandiego.gov 
Paul Benton, (858) 459-0805 

Coastal Development Permit for project to remodel the existing building fa<;ade, create outdoor cafe areas 
and remodel second story offices to apartments in an existing commercial building at 7438-7470 Girard 
Ave., in Zone 1 of La Jolla Planned District within the La Jolla Community Plan, Coastal Overlay, 
Coastal Ht Limit, Coastal Parking Impact, Residential Tandem Parking, Transit Area overlay. 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION 4/9/13: (Jim Alcorn, Paul Benton) 
The City DPM and the Applicant believe the project could be exempt from the requirement for a Coastal 
Development Permit, and the project could be done with ministerial processing. The DPR is asked to 
give Community input. 
Mixed Use. No change in use. As a whole site, the intensity of use does not change. Upstairs, current 
office space will be converted to 4 small studio apartments averaging about 600 sq. ft. each. Stairs only, 
no elevator. Remainder of upstairs office space stays office use. 
Apts 1.25 spaces /unit= 5 parking spaces. ·1.7 parking spaces/ 1,000 sq. ft. commercial 
Parking. 51 spaces on the property and next door, both same owner. Parking was previously approved 
by NUP, non-conforming today. 

SUBCOMMITTEE MOTION: to combine the Preliminary and Final Reviews. 
(Collins/ Liera 5-0-0) 

In Favor: Collins, Costello, Grunow, Kane, Liera 
Oppose: 0 
Abstain: 0 
Motion Passes 

Agendas and Committee Reports are available online at www.lajollacpa.org 
Please contact erin@lalcombenton.com wi.th questions/concerns. Recordings available. 
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La Jolla Development Permit Review Committee 
Report- April2013 

Page 3 of5 

SUBCOMMITTEE MOTION: To endorse the project's exemption from requiring a Coastal 
Development Pennit, the Project is a good example of using an existing building, reducing the intensity 
of use, and enhancing the fa9ade. 
(Liera I Collins 5-0-0) 

In Favor: Collins, Costello, Grunow, Kane, Liera 
Oppose: 0 
Abstain: 0 
Motion Passes recorder setting 0001 01 03 48 

5. PRELIMINARY REVIEW 4/9/13 * (PREVIOUSLY REVIEWED 2/19/2013 .) 
*This project qualifies for a Coastal Exemption. The applicant requested a Courtesy Review and Vote. 

Project N arne: THE PLAZA 
7863 Girard Ave. 

Project#: 
Zone: 

Scope of Work: 

PO# 315006 
LJPD-1 

Permits: 
DPM: 

Applicant: 

CDP 
Cherlyn Cac, 619-446-5293 
CCac@sandiego.gov 
Paul Benton, (858) 459-0805 

Remodel entrance areas, walks, and interior public spaces in an existing 2-story building on a 0.27 acre 
site at 7863 Girard Avenue in Zone 1 of La Jolla Planned District within the La Jolla Community Plan. 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION 4/9/13: (Jim Alcorn, Paul Benton) 
The City DPM and the Applicant believe the project could be exempt from the Coastal Act, a CDP, and 
the project could be done with ministerial processing. The DPR is asked to give Community input. 
This is the former Jack's building. Will be converted to 3 separate buildings, public open space 
separating buildings, an elevator tower at the Girard entry. Tower not completely designed yet. 
Sidewalks will be repaved with patterned concrete, the interior space will have tile. Will remove outside 
tables on the sidewalk. Sometime later, the valet parking could return. 

DISCUSSION: The Committee discussion centered on the removal of the sidewalk tables, not increasing 
intensity of use, maybe lessening, removing the Jack's awnings, enhancements. Enhanced paving. No 
big changes. Asked that the color palette be consistent with the Athenaeum. Tower design was an issue. 
Nothing to trigger a CDP. 

SUBCOMMITTEE MOTION: To endorse the project's exemption from requiring a Coastal 
Development Permit, as the buildings will remain, and there is a de-intensification of use, and there is 
enhancement without a change in use. 
(Liera I Collins 5-0-0) 

In Favor: Collins, Costello, Grunow, Kane, Liera 
Oppose: 0 
Abstain: 0 
Motion Passes 

Please provide for FINAL REVIEW: 
a. Please provide tower design in final fonn. 

recorder setting 000 1 0 l 22 4 7 

b. Provide a color palette considering relationship to neighboring buildings (Athenaeum?). 
c. Provide a landscape plan. 
d. Show a paving plan. 

Agendas and Committee Reports are available online at www.lajollacpa.org 
Please contact etin@alcombenton.com with questions/concems. Recordings available. 
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La Jolla Development Pe1mit Review Committee 
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*This project qualifies for a Coastal Exemption. The applicant requested a Courtesy Review and Vote. 

Project Name: SUR LA TABLE-GIRARD 

Project#: 
Zone: 
Scope of Work: 

7643-7645 Girard Ave. 
320612 
LJPD-1 

Pennits: 
DPM: 
Applicant: 

DEH, Building Permit 
Bryan Hudson 
Paul Benton, (858) 459-0805 

Health Department Review and Building Pennit for commercial tenant improvement combining two 
existing retail spaces into a single space of 6,557 sf of retail, cooking classroom area and accessory spaces 
within an existing building at 7643-7645 Girard Ave. Located in Zone 1 ofLa Jolla Planned District 
within the La Jolla Community Plan. 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION 4/9/13: (Jim Alcorn, Paul Benton) 
The City DPM and the Applicant believe the project could be exempt from the Coastal Act, a CDP, and 
the project could be done with ministerial processing. The DPR is asked to give Community input. 
Converting the old furniture store to a cooking school. Removing non-compliant awnings, removing 
gratings. Parking access from the alley. 6,600 sq. ft. x 1.7 = 12 parking spaces. Have 10 parking spaces 
currently grandfathered, but not making it worse. 

SUBCOMMITTEE MOTION: to combine the Preliminary and Final Reviews. 
(Collins/ Grunow 5-0-0) 

In Favor: Collins, Costello, Grunow, Kane, Liera 
Oppose: 0 
Abstain: 0 
Motion Passes 

SUBCOMlVIITTEE MOTION: To endorse the project's exemption from requiring a Coastal 
Development Pennit based on the improvement and enhancement for the front fa9ade, no intensification 
of use, and retaining the existing building's use. 
(Grunow I Costello 5-0-0) 

In Favor: Collins, Costello, Grunow, Kane, Liera 
Oppose: 0 
Abstain: 0 
Motion Passes recorder setting 0001 01 36 23 

7. FINAL REVIEW 4/16/13 (PREVIOUSLY REVIEWED 3/12/2013, 3/19/2013) 

Project Name: VISIN DUPLEX 

Project#: 
Zone: 

Scope of Work: 

337 Playa Del Sur St 
PO# 280069 
RM-3-7 

Pennits: 
DPM: 

Applicant: 

CDP 
Jeffrey Peterson, (619) 446-5237 
japeterson@sandiego.gov 
Sarah Horton, (619) 231-9905 

(Process 2) Sustainable Expedite Program Coastal Development Pennit to demolish an existing duplex 
and construct a 3,273 square foot duplex on a 0.04 acre site at 337 Playa Del Sur Street in the RM-3-7 
Zone within the La Jolla Community Plan, Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area 2), Coastal 

Agendas and Committee Reports are available online at www.lajollacpa.org 
Please contact erin@alcombenton.com with questions/concems. Recordings available. 
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La Jolla Development Permit Review Committee 
Repoti- April2013 

Page 5 of5 
Height Limitation Overlay Zone, Parking Impact Overlay Zone, Residential Tandem Parking Overlay 
Zone, Transit Area Overlay Zone. 

APPLICANT PRESENTATION (Sasha Varon, Sarah Horton) 
Provided for FINAL REVIEW: Applicant response in italics 
a) More documentation from the HRB Staff, including original report Jan. 2010. 
b) Provide the evidence that supports the Report's conclusion that the structures have lost integrity. 
c) Please re-send the Reports, attachments, and other documentation. 

DISCUSSION: 
ProfBlackmond's letter read aloud requesting a continuance to allow John Eisenhart and Ron May the 
opportunity to write an independent report. Support for a Continuance was expressed since not hearing 
counter-arguments could be reason for an appeal to the California Coastal Commission, also the LJCPA 
needs our recommendation based on complete infonnation, and not hearing the neighbors' consultant's 
report would be a reason to pull this project from the LJCPA Consent Agenda, causing delays. DPR 
Members asked that the report be available before the next DPR Meeting and the authors and Scott 
Moomjian present their best reports, and that this be ASAP, i.e. at the next DPR Meeting. 
The Applicant's Architects agreed to this strategy for a resolution and asked for a Continuance untill4 
May. 

recorder setting 02 00 31 25 

8. ACTION ITEM 4/9/13: Adoption ofDPR Committee Exhibit Requirements 
Chairman Paul Benton agreed to synthesize a combined document from the draft dated December 19, 
2012 with the 2011 Document and the information fonnat used by the Island Architects statistics sheet. 

recorder setting 000 I 0 I 52 54 

9. ACTION ITEM 4/16/13: Adoption ofDPR Committee Exhibit Requirements 
See attached draft dated December 19,2012, Benton's Document, Island Arch. Statistics Sheet 

Discussion: 
Add date original structure built, sq. ft., and number oflevels. Ask for site plan. Floor plan, major 
elevations, show adjacent property. For commercial projects, show pedestrian access, automobile access, 
and parking. 
Post the Exhibit Requirements on the CPA website. (Send to DSD Project Managers?) 
Reduce the size of the document, to one page? 
Suggestion that we approve the Exhibit Requirements, get it into circulation and improve it as we get 
feedback. 

SUBCOMMITTEE MOTION: To approve the Exhibit Requirements and continue refinements. 
(Collins/Costello 6-0-0) 

In Favor: Collins, Costello, Grunow, Kane, Liera, Merten, 
Oppose: 0 
Abstain: 0 
Motion Passes 

recorder setting 02 02 17 53 

Agendas and Committee Reports are available online at www.lajollacpa.org 
Please contact erin@.alcombenton.com with questions/concerns. Recordings available. 
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DPR Committee Exhibits (Draft: DK, December 19, 2012) 

Dear Applicants: 

The Development Pennit Review Committee of the La Jolla Town Council and the La 
Jolla Community Planning Association will review your development plans for 
completeness and compliance with the all relevant pennits and regulations required under 
the San Diego Land Development portion of the Municipal Code. 

We will also review your project for its ability to fulfill the long-range vision in the La 
Jolla Community Plan. This is the most important part of our review. We have to assess 
your proposed project's "consistency with the scale and character of the community. To 
that end, we will review your project for compatibility with its neighborhood context and 
geographical setting. That includes assessing the "constraints and opportunities" of the 
site, its topography, marine, coastal and canyon views, vegetation, bulk and scale of 
adjacent properties, and privacy concems of neighbors. We want to know how your 
proposal will enhance your neighborhood, strengthen its existing character and add to the 
public realm as experienced from the street, sidewalk and public locations from which it 
can be viewed in the immediate vicinity. 

To expedite your review and provide the greatest amount of disclosure to the general 
public during the development phase of your project, please provide the following 
exhibits, as applicable, for the conunittee: 

1. Project concept drawings. 
a. Large scale, uncluttered presentation drawings of the major elevations of 

your project. 
b. Add color and enlarge and embolden the lettering and relevant 

measurements to a size that can be easily 'read from a distance of 15-20 
feet. 

c. Add indications of the maximum allowable building envelope for your 
property. Delineate the 30' height limit allowable in the coastal zone, and 
indicate the lowest and highest points for your measurements, existing and 
finished grades. 

d. Enhance line weight and shade your drawings to indicate plane 
atiiculation, wall and window depth, change of building materials or other 
features that articulate the fa<;ade. 

2. Materials board or other infmmation regarding exterior treatment. 
3. Landscape concept plan. Follow instmctions for drawings in # 1. 
4. Neighborhood bulk and scale analysis. 

a. Provide plot plan that indicates size of lots within a two block radius of 
your property (obtainable from Google Eatih, Apple Maps, Zillow or other 
online source.) 

b. Add footprints of existing stmctures. Include the footprint o.fyour project 
in a visible red color. 
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c. Add your project to the exhibit to approximate its bulk and scale in 
relationship to the general neighborhood. If there is an existing building 
on your lot, indicate both existing and proposed new construction so they 
can be analyzed for change to the neighborhood. Show photos of the 
existing building. 

d. Provide spreadsheet with lot square footage, improvement square footage 
and FAR for area indicated on map. 

e. Calculate same numbers for your project and note where it falls in the 
continuum of your study area. 

5. Adjacent property compatibility analysis. 
a. Provide scaled cross sections that note the location and profile of your 

project and its relationship to its closest neighboring structures. This may 
be next door, across the street, or both. Show changes in elevation 
between your property and others. 

b. Include the location of relevant walls, fences, vegetation, secondary 
structures, easements and view corridors. Show same in conjunction with 
adjacent properties, and the public right of way. 

6. Streetscape compatibility analysis. 
a. Provide a scaled image of the street frontage on your block and indicate 

how your project will fit into the existing neighborhood context. This can 
be accomplished in a photo collage or concept drawing. The appearance of 
your project (building design massing, landscape, fencing) should be 
carefully represented and inserted into the existing streetscape. 
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THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO 

Date of Notice: April18, 2013 

NOTICE OF DECISION 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

Internal Order No. 24002649. 

APPROVAL TYPE(S): 

PROJECT NAME/NUMBER: 
APPLICANT: 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT; 
ENVIRONMENTAL EXEMPTION 
VISIN DUPLEX I NO. 280069 
SARAH HORTON 

COMMUNITY PLAN AREA: LA JOLLA 
COUNCJL DISTRICT: 1 

CITY PROJECT MANAGER: Jeffrey A. Peterson, Development Project Manager 
MAILING ADDRESS: 1222 First Avenue, MS 501, San Diego, CA 92101-4153 
PHONE NUMBER/E-MAIL: (619) 446-5237 I JAPeterson@sandiego.gov 

On Apri118, 2013, Development Services Staff APPROVED an application for a Process Two 
Coastal Development Permit (CDP) to demolish an existing duplex and construct a 3,273 squar~ 
foot duplex on a 0.04 acre site. The proposed project will conform to the Council Policy 900-14 
criteria by generating 50% or more of the projected total energy consumption on site through 
renewable energy resources (i.e. photovoltaic). The property is located at 337 Playa Del Sur Street 
in the RM-3-7 Zone within the La Jolla Community Plan, Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable 
Area 2), Coastal HeightLimitation Overlay Zone, Parking Impact Overlay Zone, Residential 
Tandem Parking Overlay Zone, Transit Area Overlay Zone, and Council District 1. If you have 
any questions about this project, the decision, or wish to receive a copy of the resolution 
approving or denying the project, contact the City Project Manager above. 

The decision by staff can be appealed to the Planning Commission no later than twelve (12) 
business days of the decision date. See Information Bulletin 505 "Appeal Procedure", available at 
www.sandiego.gov/development-services or in person at the Development Services Department, 
located at 1222 First Avenue, 3rd Floor, San Diego, CA 92101. Please do not e-mail your appeal 
as it will not be accepted. The decision of the Planning Commission is final. 

The final decision by the City of San Diego is not appealable to the California Coastal 
Commission. If you want to receive a Notice of Final Action, you must submit a written request 
to the City Project Manager listed above. 

This project was determined to be categorically exempt from the California Environmental Quality 
Act on March 25, 2013 and the opportunity to appeal that determination ended April16, 2013. 
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This information will be made available in alternative formats for persons with disabilities upon 
request. 

cc: Tony Crisafi, Chair of the La Jolla Community Planning Association (via email) 

BC: Interested Persons (via email) 



City of San Diego 
Deftfopment SeMcu 
1222 Arst Ave. 3n:f floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

0
,,_ (619) 446-5210 

ATTACHMENT 10 

Development Permit/ 
Environmental Determination DS-3031 

I A lication OcTOBER 2012 

0 El'l'llronmentaJ Determination • Appeal to CitY cooncll 
0 Appeal ot a Heartng Officer DeciSfon to rewke a permit 

2. Appellant Frease checlc one I•· Applicant · OffiCially rooognlzed Planning Committee ·· '"Interested Person· (I"Br M c Sac 

1130100} 

Description of Grounda tor~ (Please relate }O!Ir c:Sscrj:Jtk:m to the a/lowal:Je reasons for appeal as more fuly ~tberJ in 

Witf~1 
r -tflJKL.~ .. _· m A"~%~=t;!"~Jffl~~ezfu!miliers"·dj:fioof~>. __ 

·4!:4~JiXiQ!JJ.~ Li~T~i(~ifid::¥ ~)2 ·aiil'19.:-201a·an«t 11Pfl!lif201a"Aiih00oo ltias'tEuri'd 10a5m:!21j""'"-=· ""--"""~ 
'atrr~k'emiiiii'kira"&iSfai~e~ifierffil(,.,eas<inabledOlifif~ rtffiarifili!ftfi~"aa.u=.-acy ·anetcoot ., n~·or a .. ·· •. 
·ii~~1~~l~tfi:'ii.:~•i#i[!ii£fji[Sffri9"1926SCStfB9e'o'lfffiemtewmrooit.!StDW6diie"tii·a10SSor®e§ntYiaY.rs::o·;:·.·•·· 
w~:fiii'ofiffcomiTim§im~ne§FtioTDOriila.~rK§·Fiiiitiesttma.COOtil:luance·rrntiiibeMiiY'14.~!Ror&ei:to·_·:~: 

l!~:.~in{iftma.li.,~ifui.ltt.iiliC: ··· ., ·· _, .. ; · 'MStnriciit iiinteitaniJ ailiri ·"ro·~-"'" at reast onekRa · ···· 

. cr~JiOOn~ EJOfti'P@ftii~eeii iirleiiimurMafwffi(iddltioiifmatir!iillii"aad~rilt'Qil:mitlooaf~~ ~~~ ~: 
tllii!~iiQL~tt!tii.I~inf~~~~~!hi·WCP.(ilas'mtva·iilni~itS"reVIew.''Ciftstatt -~orlfiifproject.at ·.·._: 

6. Appellant' a gn ~ und~JlOOa!t'/ o -~1ury that ttle for:._ trig, Including all names and addresses. is true and correct. 

Slgnatur: ~~ ----- ~~ ~<Jfrz · I 
Note: Faxed appeds are not sr:ceptiKI. Appeal fHs :J~.~=~~'Ji:tJ 

Pmte!t on l9C)'Cied paper. VISit our web sil9 at wwwWIIfiago gov/d9yg!Qpmenl=sea!ces 

Upon 1'9QUest. this information Is ava.ilatlle ln alt&inatiw lbmlals for p!lfSOOS wilt! dlsal1litl&s. 
os-so:u (f0-12) 
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City of San Diego 
Development Services 
1222 First Ave. 3rd Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 
(619) 446-5210 

FORM Development Permit/ 
Environmental Determination DS-3031 

Appeal A lication ocroBER 2012 

See Information Bulletin 505, "Development Permits Appeal Procedure," for information on the appeal procedure. 

1. Type of Appeal: 
0 Process Two Decision - Appeal to Planning Commission 0 Environmental Determination - Appeal to City Council 
0 Process Three Decision - Appeal to Planning Commission 0 Appeal of a Hearing Officer Decision to revoke a permit 
0 Process Four Decision - Appeal to City Council 

2. Appellant Please check one 0 Applicant 0 Officially recognized Planning Committee 0 "Interested Person" (Per M.C. Sec. 
113.0103} 

~~r:33ila Historical Society E-maikt'gdress: 
leslie avismarketing.net 

~~frg~:2085 LaJ~i~.:CA s~~e: Zi~ Code: 
2038 T&i<tf-~SS:'5957 

3. Applicant Name (As shown on the Permit/Approval being appealed). Complete if different from appellant. 

Sarah Horton - Visin Duplex- Project NO 280069 
4. Project information 
Permit/Environmental Determination & Permit/Document No.: Date of Decision/Determination: City Project Manager: 

Visin Duplex - Project NO 280069 April 18, 2013 Jeffery A Peterson 
Decision (describe the permit/approval decision): 

5. Grounds for Appeal (Please check all that apply) 
0 Factual Error 0 New Information 
0 Conflict with other matters 0 City-wide Significance (Process Four decisions only) 
0 Findings Not Supported 

Description of Grounds for Appeal (Please relate your description to the allowable reasons for appeal as more fully described in 
ChaQter 11, Article 2, Division 5 of the San Diego MuniciQal Code. Attach additional sheets if necessary.) 

Conflicts with state and local law 

New information related to historical significance 

Errors inclUded (Factual) 

Unsupported findings 

~e. bo.rJLUJ 1o--fu Pruv1'd.eJ. b\1' DonA~ Blttcbrwrv:l ~i=r.FIVED 
f ' . --

v,·~,·" b1v1"'1~v No: Z.t13'Dotnq 
I 

MAY n~=: ?nn - v 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICE~ 

6, Appella%e' I cert~y u'Rer penalty of pe;ury that the foregoing, lndudlng all nam" and addre>m, ;, true and correct. 

Signature: VL/{(~~ Date: ..s:fif;_j C7 \ \ >'\ u ' ' 
Note: Faxed appeals are not accepted. Appeal fees are non-refundable. 

. . Pnnted on recycled paper. V1s1t our web s1te at www.sand1ego.gov/development-serv1ces . 
Upon request, this information is available in alternative formats for persons with disabilities. 

DS-3031 (10-12) 
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City of San Diego 
Development Services 
1222 First Ave. 3rd Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 
(619) 446-5210 

FORM Development Permit/ 
Environmental Determination DS-3031 

A lication ocroeeR 2012 

See Information Bulletin 505, "Development Permits Appeal Procedure:' for information on the appeal procedure. 

1. Type of Appeal: 
0 Process Two Decision -Appeal to Planning Commission 0 Environmental Determination - Appeal to City Council 
0 Process Three Decision - Appeal to Planning Commission 0 Appeal of a Hearing Officer Decision to revoke a permit 
0 Process Four Decision - Appeal to City Council 

2. Appellant Please check one OApplicant 0 Officially recognized Planning Committee 0 "Interested Person" (PerM c Sec 
j 13 QjQ3) 

Name: E-mail Address: 
Donna G Blackmond blackmond@scrioos.edu 
Address: City: State: Zip Code: Telephone: 
357 Plava del Sur Apt. 3 La Jolla PA -~?O:i7 (858) 699-3376 
3. Applicant Name (As shown on the Permit/Approval being appealed). Complete if different from appellant. 

SARAH HORTON I VI SIN DUPLEX I NO. 280069 
4. ProJect !nformatlon 
Permit/Environmental Determination & Permit/Document No.: Date of Decision/Determination: City Project Manager: 

VIS IN DUPLEX I NO. 280069 April18 2013 Jeffrey A Peterson 
Decision (describe the permit/approval decision): 

5. ~rounds tor Appeal (!-'lease cnecK all that apply) 
l2l Factual Error l2l New Information 
l2l Conflict with other matters 0 City-wide Significance (Process Four decisions only) 
IZI Findings Not Supported 

Description of Grounds for Appeal (Please relate your description to the allowable reasons for appeal as more fully described in 
Chag_ter 11. Article 2, Division 5 of the San Dieg_o Municig_al Code. Attach additional sheets if necessary.) 
This aooeal is based on the followina considerations as outlined in the attached sheets: 

New information concernina historical sionificance 

Conflict of interest in the oroiect documentation 

Factual ermrs in the aoolicant-oroduced historic resource analvsis 

Lack of due orocess includina notice 

Conflict with state and local law 

Findinos not supported RECEIVED 

Documents attached include: MAV n~ ?n1'l 
" '-''VL.VIV 

1. Aooealletter from Donna Blackmond 

2. Leaacv 1 06 su ooortina letter DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

3. Supportina letter from John Eisenhart 

6. Appellant's Signature: I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing, including all names and addresses, is true and correct. 

Signature: P.nr=P ~ Date: May 6, 2013 

Note: Faxed appeals are not accepted. Appeal fees are non-refundable. 

. . Pnnted on recycled paper. V1s1t our web s1te at www.sand1ego.gov/development-serv1ces . 
Upon request, this information is available in alternative formats for persons with disabilities. 

DS-3031 (10-12) 
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May 6, 2013 

Jeffrey A Peterson 
Development Project Manager 
Development Services Department 
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Professor Donna G. Blackmond 
Department of Chemistry 

The Scripps Research Institute 
10550 North Torrey Pines Rd 
La Jolla, CA 92037 
Mail: BCC-157 
(858) 784-2128 
(858) 784-2180 (F f:0<) 
blackmond@scripps.edu 

Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program 
1222 First Avenue, MS 501 
San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: VISIN DUPLEX I NO. 280069 (337-341 Playa del Sur, La Jolla) 

Dear Mr. Peterson: 

I appeal the decision of April 18, 2013, to approve a coastal development permit 
that will lead to the demolition of the 1926 vernacular cottage at 337 Playa del Sur and 
the 1928 Tudor style cottage at 341 Playa del Sur. The City. recognizes the cottages as 
traditional cultural properties that require a discretionary Process Two Neighborhood 
Development Permit. One or both of the cottages warrants historic designation by the 
Historic Resources Board. 

Please send notices regarding this appeal both to me at the above address and 
to my legal counsel, Susan Brandt-Hawley, via mail to PO Box 309, Glen Ellen, 
California, 95442 or via email to susanbh@preservationlawyers.com. 

This appeal is based on factual error, new information, unsupported findings, and 
conflict with applicable regulations and ordinances and the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA), all of which will be explained further at the hearing on the appeal. 

My interest as a community member involved in historical preservation dates to 
my fifteen years living in Europe, where a deep respect for the past is widespread. Prior 
to moving to La Jolla, from 1999-2010 I owned and was involved in the loving restoration 
of a Grade II 1789-built Georgian merchant's house in Yorkshire, England, which 
included as a later addition -and also protected -additions and walled Victorian 



Jeffrey A. Peterson 
May 6, 2013 
Page 2 of 5 
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gardens dating from 1838. I am by profession an engineer and an academic research 
scientist whose field of expertise goes even further back in history to probe the origin of 
life on earth, for which I was recently named a Simons Foundation Investigator, one of a 
group of only 15 scientists internationally to be so honored 
(https://simonsfoundation.org/funding/funding-opportunitiesllife-sciences/simons
collaboration-on-the-origins-of-lifeD. 

I am an elected member of the US National Academy of Engineering. This is the 
highest honor of the engineering profession, bestowed on less than 0.1% of its 
members, a select group that in our own community includes Dr Pradeep Khosla, the 
new Chancellor of UCSD, as well as Dr Irwin Jacobs. 

I give this personal background information to underscore the gravitas of this 
appeal and the considerations underlying it. 

1. The historicity of the two Playa del Sur cottages should be 
independently considered. 

The street-facing cottage at 341 Playa del Sur has not suffered significant loss of 
integrity as stated in the preliminary historical review. New information indicates that the 
cobblestone chimney of that cottage is likely original and that it is a significant historical 
feature. The claimed alterations to the cottages based on changes to shingles, doors, 
and windows are reversible or unsubstantiated. 

The preliminary historical review confuses and interchanges in many places a 
number of aspects of the two cottages, including placement of chimneys and shingles. In 
fact, changes are primarily found on the rear cottage at 337 Playa del Sur. Further, it 
appears that windows were replaced following commencement of this project 
application, as photographs from 2010 are not consistent with all current conditions. 
Qualifications for historic designation must be considered from the 2010 photographs. 

The new historic report by Ron May of Legacy 106, incorporated by reference into 
this appeal, provides significant new information regarding the cottages' historic integrity 
and qualifications for historic designation. The report points out that "since 2010, the 
Historical Resources Board created a category for La Jolla Beach Cottages ... We 
believe 337-341 Playa del Sur qualifies as a Beach Cottage in the Windansea 
neighborhood of La Jolla. We note that architect Wayne Donaldson surveyed La Jolla 
and found this house to qualify as a potential contributor to a future historical district." 

The disputed historic qualifications of 337 and 341 Playa Del Sur should now be 
accurately examined, separately, at public hearing before the Historic Resources Board. 
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2. There are factual errors in the preliminary historic analysis. 

The forensic analysis prepared by Golba Architecture concluded that one important 
contribution to the "significant loss of integrity" of the two properties relates to the age of 
the cobblestone chimney at 341 Playa del Sur. However, the report fails to provide 
supporting evidence, beyond conjecture, of either the age or the lack of originality of this 
feature. Yet throughout the report the conclusion that the chimney is not original is 
stated as a confirmed fact: 

"Along the main (norlh) elevation, the 341 Playa Del Sur building has a 
cobblestone chimney. This element was determined by Golba Architecture not 
to be original (See Attachment A. 8)." 

The evidence provided for this conclusion is given in the following sentences in 
the report: "Sensitive removal of several cobblestones along the west and north sides of 
the chimney, and subsequent forensic analysis, indicates that the cobblestones as a 
whole, merely serve as a veneer for an original brick chimney underneath. The 
cobblestones, therefore, are notoriginal (See Photos #20-21)." (Appendix, p. 26, bold 
~nd italics added.) 

However, the fact that cobblestones cover the brick chimney does not support 
findings that those cobblestones are not original or that the cobblestones reduce the 
historic integrity of the chimney. To the contrary, there is considerable evidence that 
cobblestone veneering was common at the time the cottage was constructed, and the 
report itself makes this very point in several places: "the style expancJed explosively in 
popularity during the 1920s and 1920s (sic) as masonry veneering techniques allowed 
even the most modest examples to mimic closely the brick and stone exteriors seen on 
English prototypes." 

The report recommends that due to difficulty in removing cobblestones, no further 
analysis should be carried out "in respect to the resource". And there is no estimate as 
to the date of the addition of the cobblestones to the chimney. There is thus no 
support for a conclusion that the cobblestones were not part of the original 
construction. 

Golba Architecture carried outthe sole analysis leading to this conclusion. Golba 
Architecture has been engaged to design and construct the proposed new three-story 
modern duplex on the site. There is thus an apparent conflict as well as insufficient 
evidence to support its forensic conclusions. 

If the claimed loss of integrity based on the cobblestone chimney is discounted, 
as it should be, the Tudor cottage at 341 Playa del Sur meets San Diego's historic 
criteria and warrants HRB review and designation. The City's Historic Resources 
Register supports listing of resources that exemplify or reflect special elements of a 
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community's or neighborhood's historical, cultural, aesthetic, or architectural 
development, among other things. 

Here, even the project applicant's historic report recognizes a number of the 
Tudor cottage's special representative characteristics, including its steeply-pitched, side
gabled roof, massive chimney, and wooden exterior. It is an important part of La Jolla's 
beach cottage history; according to Legacy 106. 

3. There has been a lack of due process. 

CEQA. The Notice of Decision for this project dated April 18, 2013, was sent to 
interested parties by email by yourself, Jeffrey A. Peterson. That email, which was our 
first notice, stated that it was determined to be categorically exempt from CEQA on 
March 25, 2013, and that the opportunity to appeal that determination had ended April 
16, 2013. Neither the Development Services Department nor the applicants had 
otherwise informed the community of this decision; meaning that the appeal period 
ended prior to our being notified of the decision. I was informed that I did not receive the 
Notice of Right to Appeal because I had only requested receipt of the Notice of Decision. 
That does not comport with due process and a CEQA appeal should still be allowed. 

Two days prior, on April 16th, the La Jolla Development Permit Review Committee 
agreed to postpone its decision on this matter to its May 14, 2013 meeting, in order to 
allow time for significant new findings concerning age and historical significance to be 
entered into the record. 

The architects have presented a letter explaining their brazen decision to 
circumvent the community process, which they characterize as an "amazingly 
disingenuous presentation of "historic preservation."" 

It is indeed a sad commentary on the present state of development services in 
San Diego, when neighbors' concern for their community is met with such implacable 
vitriol as is found in Sarah Horton's letter. This letter reads like a toddler's temper 
tantrum; at the first sign that the community wishes to engage in a cogent discussion of 
the facts in the case, the applicant displays a palpable, imperial impatience with the 
basic concept of due process. Permitting an applicant to bypass the local process sets a 
dangerous precedent, effectively nullifying the process as a whole. 

The action to bypass the democratic local community process in this case 
provides a topical example demonstrating exactly why San Diego has been criticized so 
strongly for its gross failure to enforce histOrical requirements in permit evaluation. The 
recent California state audit (Report 2012-109, available at http://www.auditor.ca.gov/) 
found that the Development Services Department "did not collect sufficient 
information to ensure that all appropFiate projects underwent reviews to 
determine whether the project sites possess historical resources." 
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Taking both the lack of supporting evidence for the conclusions of the preliminary 
historical review and the strong appearance of a conflict of interest in the current case, it 
is imperative for the sake of transparency in government that San Diego Development 
Services take extra care to ensure that this does not become yet another case to 
support the negative pattern that is criticized in the state audit. 

Putting Ms. Horton's letter in perspective, it is simply a deeply distasteful attempt 
to deflect attention from the real issues, which the community has struggled against 
considerable resistance to resolve, and which I have laid out above: 

- lack of proper historical review 
- clear conflict of interest 
- considerable flaws in the applicants' process. 

I strongly contest the implication in Ms. Horton's letter that community activism- if 
it falls contrary to her commercial interests- must naturally stem from dark and biased 
motives. But it must also be pointed out that it is completely independent from any 
question of motive, whether well-intentioned or nefarious, that the issues raised above 
are real, they remain in contest, and they must be resolved. 

We cannot allow the basic and judiciously constructed community processes of a 
democratic society to be laid aside recklessly due to petulance and crude attempts to 
coerce outcomes. 

I respectfully request that the decision on the coastal development permit be 
placed on hold until these issues can be addressed in a proper, respectful, thoughtful, 
and timely manner and that this appeal be heard as to the demolition as well as CEQA 
compliance. The entire matter should be referred for review to the HRB. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

With best regards, 

Donna G. Blackmond 
Professor of Chemistry 
Member of the National Academy of Engineering 
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Development Project Manager 
Development Services Department 
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The following letter report challenges the findings of the City of San Diego regarding the 
historical significance of337-341 Playa del Sur and we support the appeal ofthe Notice 
of Decision on Visin-Duplex-Project No. 280069. The reasons for this challenge are as 
follows: 

Landmarking Criteria. In order to be designated as a historically significant site the 
property must be 45 years old or older and have good architectural integrity. A historical 
study must show that the property meets at least one of the following City of San Diego 
historical designation criteria: 

A. (Community History) Exemplifies or reflects special elements of the City's, a 
community's or a neighborhood's historical, archaeological, cultural, social, economic, 
political, aesthetic, engineering, landscaping or architectural development. 

B. (Important Person) Is identified with persons or events significant in local, state or 
national history. 

C. (Architectural Style) Embodies distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period or 
method of construction or is a valuable example of the use of indigenous materials or 
craftsmanship. 

D. (Important Architect/Builder) Is representative of the notable work of a master 
builder, designer, architect, engineer, landscape architect, interior designer, artist or 
craftsman. 

E. (National Register) Is listed or has been determined eligible by the National Park 
Service for listing on the National Register of Historic Places or is listed or has been 
determined eligible by the California State Office of Historic Preservation for listing on 
the California Register of Historical Resources. 

ACl\\1 A MEMBER OF ACRA 
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F. (Historical District) Is a finite group of resources related to one another in a clearly 
distinguishable way or is a geographically definable area or neighborhood containing 
improvements which have a special character, historical interest or aesthetic value or 
which represent one or more architectural periods or styles in the history and 
development of the City. 

This review focuses on Criteria A (La Jolla Beach Cottage Historic Context) and C, 
Architectural Integrity for 341 Playa del Sur, as we were unable to examine 337 Playa del 
Sur within the public view. Through most of this letter, we will refer to both houses 
because they contribute to understanding the La Jolla Beach Cottage Historic Context of 
the Windansea neighborhood. 

Integrity Standards for Landmarking. The City of San Diego's Historical 
Landmarking Policy focuses on what can be seen from the sidewalk, or public view, 
and that view must present "good" integrity. Integrity is grounded in the property's 
physical features and how they convey its significance. In other words, why, where, and 
when a property was built is important. The degree to which changes impact the ability of 
a house to landmark is guided by whether or not the historic character of the property was 
retained and preserved. 

Basically, the guidelines say that each property is recognized as a physical record of its 
time, place, and use. Some changes, if old enough, can achieve historical significance in 
their own right. For example, a range of time might be appropriate under Criterion A for 
the contributory role 337-341 Playa del Sur played in La Jolla beach cottages. And 
changes within that range of time would be acceptable for the story they contribute. 

Ultimately, the question of integrity is answered by whether or not the property retains 
the identity for which it is significant. This means sufficient integrity exists to tell the 
story of the house. Assessment of integrity is very subjective, and the Historic Resources 
Board staff often does not agree with either City of San Diego staff or private consultants 
on making these subtle distinctions. 

In evaluating a historic property, the City of San Diego uses the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. You can find information 
about these standards at this website: www.cr.nps.gov/HPS/tps/standards guidelines.htm. 
Part VIII of the National Register Bulletin provides guidance on how to evaluate the 
integrity of a property by outlining seven values or tests. These values are the property's 
Location, Design, Setting, Materials, Workmanship, Feeling, and Association. 

That document asserts that a property must possess some, if not most, of these aspects in 
order to meet the National Register's threshold for integrity. Local jurisdictions use these 
aspects as guidelines, but often apply a less stringent threshold for locallandmarking. 

The steps to assess integrity are: 

• Define the essential physical features that must be present for a property to 
represent its significance. (This is the list of the character defining features.) 

• Determine whether the essential physical features are visible enough to convey 
their significance. 
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• Determine whether the property needs to be compared with similar properties. 
And, 

• Determine, based on the significance and essential physical features, which 
aspects of integrity are particularly vital to the property being nominated and if 
they are present. 

Public View and Visibility. In this case, Legacy 106, Inc. evaluates designation based on 
what can be seen of address 341 from the sidewalk on Playa del Sur. We conducted our 
site visit on April1 7, 2013. The property owner blocked off access to the steps and we 
entered neighboring property to peer down the sides ofthe house, but never entered the 
property at 337-341 or 341 Playa del Sur. 

Project Impacts. Changes to the front ofthe building after 1929 construction would be a 
concern for the Historic Resources Board and their staff. However, the Visin Duplex 
Project application in 2010 is the point in time for the integrity analysis, and not 
how it appears today. 

In this regard, Diane Kane, Ph.D., provided us with a copy of the 2010 report prepared by 
attorney Scott Moomjian and project architect Tim Golba. We are not aware of Golba's 
qualifications under the Secretary of the Interior's Standards, but do not believe his is 
listed on the City of San Diego's List of Qualified Historical Consultants and as such, his 
qualifications for evaluating historical properties is challenged. We do note the 2010 
photos of341 Playa del Sur show divided light casement windows that are now gone and 
replaced by single pane windows. And Golba failed to evaluate the building based on the 
2010 photos. 

Significant New Information. The 2007 City Attorney Opinion concerning changes 
after application (in this case 201 0) states: It would promote unfair decisions and , 
eviscerate a core function of the board if a permit applicantcould avoid designation by 
altering or demolishing evidence supporting designation." 

A. Project Impacts After Application. Application ofthe 2007 City Attorney Opinion 
to the 2010 Moomjian report. 

The 2007 opinion of the City Attorney on a similar issue in Mission Hills guides Legacy 
106, Inc. in considering the impact of the change to be part of the Visin Duplex 
Project and riot a valid integrity loss to 337-341 Playa del Sur. 

Therefore, the statements by Kelly Stanco regarding window integrity loss within the 
public view of337-341 Playa del Sur are incorrect and this constitutes sufficient "new 
information" to reconsider Criterion C and, at the very least, send 341 Playa del Sur to 
the Historical Resources Board for a fair and public hearing. 

B. Incorrect Chimney Analysis. The Moomjian report and Golba letter incorrectly 
interpret the 1929 chimney architecture as modern or changed, yet provide no credible 
proof of the statement. In point of fact/mid to late 1920s chimney architecture 
involved creating a brick interior firebox and flue with ornamental stonework 
exterior. The purpose of creating the brick interior was for a smooth lining with close 

... fitting joints that served as a barrier/buffer to prevent combus~ible materials (like wood or 
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shingle or wall ~tructure) from catching on fire. This need for smooth construction is not 
possible with cobblestones, so they were applied as an ornamental veneer. Legacy 106, 
Inc has observed this chimney architecture on partially demolished buildings on Jackdaw 
Street in Mission Hills and on Sylvester Road in Point Lorna. This constitutes sufficient 
"new information" to reconsider Criterion C and send 341 Playa del Sur to the 
Historical Resources Board for a fair and public hearing. 

C. Incorrect Wall Shingle Analysis. The Moomjian report and Golba letter failed to 
provide photographic evidence of the original dimensions of the shingle siding at 337 and 
341 Playa del Sur, yet alleged the second layer of shingles that cover the walls constitute 
a loss of integrity. Legacy 106, Inc. shot photos of341 Playa del Sur from the public 
view and blew up the images to show the two layers at the door and window surrounds.· 
There was no evidence anyone removed the shingles to examine the originals beneath. 
There is no historical photo to prove the original shingles do not match those on the 
surface. This is new information that requires reconsideration by City Staff and is 
reason to send 337-341 Playa del Sur to the Historical Resources Board for their 
determination. 

D. Criterion A, La Jolla Beach Cottage Historic Conext. Since 2010, the Historical 
Resources Board created a category for La Jolla Beach Cottages under Criterion A. We 
believe 337-341 Playa del Sur qualifies as a Beach Cottage in the Windansea 
neighborhood of La Jolla, We note that Architect Wayne Donaldson surveyed La Jolla 
and found this house to qualify as a potential contributor to a future historical district. 
City Staff and the project applicant never raised 337-341 Playa del Sur as a contributor to 
this historic context under Criterion A. This is new information that requires 
reconsideration by City Staff and is reason to send 337-341 Playa del Sur to the 
Historical Resources Board for their determination. 

These three architectural issues (window, wall shingle, and chimney) and the La Jolla 
Beach Cottage Historic Context constitute the significant new information on the 
primary Criterion A and C issues that qualify reconsidered for historical designation. 
These three issues are sufficient reason to challenge the Notice of Appeal, require 
reconsideration of Criteria A and C, and to send 3 3 7-341 Playa del Sur to the Historical 
Resources Board for a fair and public hearing. 

The architecturally defining features at 337-341 Playa del Sur that are supportive of 
historic landmarking are: 

1. Original Footprint. The Sanborn Fire Maps show the original footprint of the 
house. 

2. Front Gable Roof. The pitch front gable roof with the eastern "cat slide" slope; 
3. Shake Shingle Roof. The shake shingle roof; 
4. Cobblestone Chimney. The cobblestone chimney, which is clearly marked on 

the 1949 Sanborn Fire Map as "ST CH," meaning stone chimney; 
5. Wood Famed Multi-pane Windows. The wood framed windows, especially 

the multi-pane casement windows shown in the 2010 applicant report 
photographs; 

6. Shingle Siding. The two layers of shingle siding, both of which appear to match 
(or have not been proven not to match). The top layer is similar in design 
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Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historical Properties, we find the workmanship 
on 341 Playa del Sur, as viewed from public property, is good. 

Feeling. Feeling is a property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a 
particular period of time. 

A person walking down Playa del Sur can experience an historical sense and feel for the 
1920s-1940s Windansea and La Jolla neighborhood. This house contributes to that 
feeling, based on the structural massing, use ofvernacular shingle and cobblestone, and 
their general variation of beach styles. The Feeling aspect is excellent. 

Association. Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person 
and a historic property. 

This category is unevaluated by Legacy 106, Inc .. 

Conclusion. This house meets six of the seven aspects of integrity, with the Association 
element unevaluated. Thus, the house meets a majority of the aspects and meets the 
Secretary of the Interior's Standard for minimally acceptable integrity. We highly 
recommend the City of San Diego reconsider their findings concerning Criterion A and C 
and place 337-341 Playa del Sur on the agenda of the Historical Resources Board for a 
fair and public hearing on the eligibility for historical designation. 

Thank you for the opportunity to evaluate and comment on the architectural integrity of 
337-341 Playa del Sur. 

RVM:tvp 
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To: J.A. Peterson 
Development Project Manager 
Developmental Services Department 
1222 First Ave. MS 501 
San Diego, Ca. 92101 

Re: 337 Playa Del Sur. Visin Duplex Project# 280069 
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I visited the site at 337 Playa Del Sur today. My observations were from public right of way. 
It is my understanding the property was deemed ineligible for historic listing in the City of 
San Diego due to lack of integrity. Therefore using The U.S. Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards evaluation categories for integrity of a property, the following observations can 
be made. 

Location. Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place 
where the historic event occurred. 
The board formed concrete foundation is a good indicator that the main house is in 
its original location from the 1920's. The placement of the stairs and design of the 
stairs is in keeping with the era and appear to be original construction. 

Design. Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, 
structure, and style of a property. Changes that create a false sense of historical 
development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic 
properties, will not be undertaken. 
The structure and site convey 1920's English cottage or Tudor revival stYle 

architecture. Emphasis of this revival style is on the picturesque and often a 
diminutive scale. This property conveys these design principles as evidenced 
through: entry steps being curved and moving through the grade up to a side entry, 
use of windows in the proportion of 1-2 or 1-3 width to height, the use of small 
windows and placement of windows being non-symmetrical, gable roof end 
exhibiting a small rake projection with small verge board and trim. The slope of the 
roof emphasizes vertical over the horizontal with a slope exceeding 7/12. The cobble 
stone chimney appears to be original and is appropriate to convey the picturesque 
nature of the design. It is placed off center of the north elevation yet balanced in 
overall composition of the elevation. The design of the structure is consistent with 
this style of architecture. It is a good example of 1920's Engiish cottage or Tudor 
revival style architecture. 

Setting. Setting is the physical environment of a historic property. The setting is the larger 
area or environment in which a historic property is located. It may be an urban, suburban, 
or rural neighborhood or a natura/landscape in which buildings have been constructed. The 
relationship of buildings to each other. setbacks, fence patterns, views, driveways and 
walkways, and street trees together create the character of a district or neighborhood. 
The overall setting is somewhat compromised due to new two- three story 

structures in the neighborhood that are larger in scale and massing. However the 
. . .. __ ~ - . - - - - .. . .. -- .. .. .. .. - .... .. 

property siUI respunus to tne narrow Sinuous street Witt! its row collDiestne wan ana 
maintains its landscape, walks and views. Overall; I would maintain the setting 
integrity is still intact and is able to convey its origin~: intent" 
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Materials . . Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a 
particular period of time and in a particular pattern or configuration to form a historic 
property. The Standards state that deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather 
than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive 
feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual 
qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be 
substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. 
The use of wood shingle siding and roof in a random size and pattern accurately 
convey the intent of the revival design. The wood window exterior casings (head, sill 
and jamb) are accurate from the period and the use of wood windows, some original , 
some not still convey the spirit of the style. The cobblestone chimney is an excellent 
example of the use of indigenous materials. The use of additional shingles at the roof 
or walls may have occurred, but the use of such materials and placement are entirely 
sympathetic and appropriate under the U.S. Secretary of Interior Standards for 
Rehabilitation. 

Workmanship. Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture 
or people during any given period in history or prehistory. 
The overall workmanship is good, especially the stone chimney. It is thought the 
chimney is original given the lack of flashing at roof junction and verge board, the 
narrowness of the upper portion of the chimney and the organic feel of the 
placement of stone and mortar. The workmanship indicates a skilled mason was 
employed. 1920's construction techniques would employ a brick firebox or structure 
with stone exterior finish material. It would be unusual for the entire chimney and 
firebox to be constructed of stone. Also the wood shingles are cut in response to the 
cobblestones. Since no flashing, gap or seal joint is seen, this would indicate a 
construction technique associated with the 1920's era. 

Feeling. Feeling is a property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular 
period of time. . · 
The cottage and site stili convey a high level of integrity with regard to feeling of a 
1920's property. The details are subtle and the scale is diminutive which convey the 
feeling accurately. 

Association. Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person 
and a historic property. 
No research was done on this element. 

In my opinion the site at 337 Playa Del Sur maintains very good integrity in regard to 
its original construction and conveying its original design intent. The evaluation of 
the site for designation should not be hindered due to any integrity issues. 

~~~ 4---
Sincerely, U fA;..(_ 'RU 

John Eisenhart Architect license # c257 43 
City of San Diego Qualified Historic Architect 
Union Architecture Inc. ' 
1530 Brookes Ave. 
San Diego, Ca. 92103 
619-269-4941 





Scott A. Moomjian 
Attorney at Law 

5173 Waring Road, #145 
San Diego, California 92120 

Telephone (619) 230-1770 
Facsimile (619) 785-3340 
smoorrljian@earthlink.net 

Mr. Jeffrey A. Peterson 
Development Project Manager 
Development Services Department 
1222 First Avenue, MS 501 
San Diego, CA 92101 

May7, 2013 
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Re: Response To The Ronald V May/Legacy 106, Inc. (Dated April 22, 2013) & John 
Eisenhart/Union Architecture Letter (Dated April 24, 2013) Regarding The Visin Dtplex 
Project (Project Number 280069); Coastal Development Permit (CDP) Appeal To The 
San Diego Planning Commission 

Dear Mr. Peterson: 

Please allow this letter to serve as a formal response to the Ronald V. May/Legacy 106, 
Inc. ("May/Legacy") and John Eisenhart/Union Architecture ("Eisenhart/Union") letters to you 
dated April 22, 2013 and April 24, 2013, respectively, regarding the above referenced 
property/project. 

L Background 

As you know, a Historical Resource Technical Report (HRTR) was completed by this 
office in early 2010 (more than three years ago) in conjunction with a Single-Discipline 
Preliminary Review (SDPR), pursuant to City of San Diego Information Bulletins #513 and 580. 
This report concluded that the two buildings located on the property, 337 Playa Del Sur (rear 
unit; built between 1926-1927 as a "non-descript vernacular cottage") and 341 Playa Del Sur 
(front unit; built in 1928 as a "Tudor cottage") were not historically or architecturally significant. 
This determination was based, in part, upon the fact that the buildings had been substantially 
modified and altered and did not retain a sufficient degree of original integrity to be eligible for 
local, state, or national designation. 

In August 2010, the HRTR was reviewed by City of San Diego, Historical Resources 
Board (HRB) Staff and additional infonnation and analysis was requested. The HRTR was 
revised to include the additional infonnation requested by HRB Staff and submitted in December 
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2010. Specifically, the revised report included a detailed "Forensic Analysis Letter" prepared by 
Golba Architecture, Inc. ( GAi) in November 2010 which examined the original function of 3 3 7 
Playa Del Sur building, and the exterior materials and chimneys of both buildings. Based upon a 
detailed physical inspection and sensitive forensic investigation, it was determined that (1) the 
337 Playa Del Sur building was originally built as a garage "prior to the attached habitable, 
living space," (2) the existing wood shingles on both buildings were not original, and (3) the 
existing brick chimney on the 337 Playa Del Sur building was original, while the cobblestone 
located on the 341 Playa Del Sur building was added as a veneer. In addition, the revised report 
included a Window Schedule prepared by GAi for both buildings which determined that four of 
the six (4/6) windows in the 337 Playa Del Sur building were not original, and seven of the 
twelve (7/12) windows in the 341 Playa Del Sur building were not original. 

After the revised HRTR and supporting documentation was reviewed by HRB Staff, the 
buildings were determined by Staff not to be "eligible for designation due to alterations." 
According to HRB Staff, the buildings sustained a number of window alterations, replacement of 
original shingle siding, and the possible addition of cobble veneer over the chimney." Based 
upon these alterations, HRB Staff concluded that the buildings were "not eligible for designation 
under any HRB Criteria." HRB Staff further determined that "No further Plan-Historic review is 
required" and "[t]his determination is good for 5 years." 1 It is important to note that at the time, 
HRB Staff did not state that the property's potential historicity could be re-evaluated within the 
five-year determination period, nor did HRB Staff indicate that the property could potentially be 
refe1red to the HRB for designation consideration during this. five-year determination period. 
Relying upon the City's decision to clear the property altogether from any further historic review 
during the five-year determination period, the property owners, Jack and Karen Vis in, 
subsequently moved forward with executing the "Visin Duplex Project" (280069). 

IL The May/Legacy & Eisenhart/Union Letters Do Not Constitute Valid Grounds Or Form A 
Basis For A Process Two Appeal O(The Project To The Planning Commission 

The Visin Duplex Project is subject to a Coastal Development Permit (CDP) and is 
therefore administered by the City of San Diego in accordance with Decision Process Two. The 
Project was reviewed and approved by Development Services Department Staff on April 18, 
2013. Yesterday, three project appeals were filed-one by the La Jolla Historical Society 
(LJHS); one by Donna G. Blackmond (both dated May 6, 2013); and one by the La Jolla 
Community Planning Association (LJCP A). The LJHS appeal references "backup info provided 
by Donna Blackmond" and the Blackmond appeal cites a "Legacy 106 supporting letter" and a 
"Supporting letter from John Eisenhart." Therefore, the May/Legacy and Eisenhart/Union letters 
were incorporated by reference in the LJHS and Blackmond appeals and constitute a part of both 
of them. 

It is my understanding that at the time of the SDPR in 2010, the local community and 
certain interested parties, including the appellant LJHS, was informed of the submittal, but did 
not actively advocate against the Project, or for the preservation of the property. Further, all of 

1 City of San Diego, Plan-Hist01ic Staff Cycle Issues, December· IS, 2010. 
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the appellants were notified of the Project with the submittal of the CDP and when the 
Environmental Exemption for the Project was issued. The original correspondence from 
appellant Blackmond to both the City of San Diego Project Manager and the LJCPA only 
mentions private view losses due to the construction of the Project. After several public 
meetings to review the Project itself, it appears the focus turned toward over-turning the 2010 
SDPR clearance for these structures. It is now clear that the issue of historicity is being used in a 
clear attempt to stop the Project from proceeding toward completion. Further, it is important to 
note that the appellants all chose not to appeal the environmental determination which would 
have been the proper venue to dispute the 2010 SDPR clearance of the Project, and have 
incorrectly chosen to appeal the CDP for the Project, strictly under the improper grounds of 
historicity. 

According to SDMC §112.0504(c), a Process Two decision may be appealed on any of 
the following grounds: (1) Factual Error, (2) New Information, (3) Findings Not Supported, or 
(4) Conflicts. Review of the Eisenhart/Union letter indicates that it does not specifically cite any 
grounds for appeal whatsoever. The letter merely serves to express the opinion of the author that 
all, or some, of the property retains original integrity to be eligible for local designation. The 
May/Legacy letter, on the other hand, specifically alleges "Significant New Information." 
However, both letters must be rejected. Pursuant to SDMC § 112.0504( c)(2), "New Information" 
is defined as "New Information is available to the applicant or the interested person that was not 
available through reasonable efforts or due diligence at the time of the decision."2 Not only was 
the "information" contained in both letters available to both authors through reasonable efforts 
and due diligence at the time of the decision to approve the CDP (i.e. April 18, 2013), but the 
information was also available to both authors through reasonable efforts and due diligence at the 
time at the time the buildings were cleared by HRB Staff as not eligible for designation in 
December 2010. Both the decision rn11ker and HRB Staffhave been apprised of the true, factual 
conditions of the buildings and their lack of original integrity (i.e. lack of an ability to convey 
their significance) in December 2010 and April 2013. Therefore, the letters do not con:stitute 
valid grounds or form a basis for a Process Two appeal. They do not constitute "New 
Information" to sustain overturning the decision maker's basis for approval of the CDP. 

Perhaps even more important, any "New Information" contained in May/Legacy and 
Eisenhart/Union letters has no relevance to the current subject of the appeal, which is an appeal 
of the CDP approval for the Project. None of the appeals concern environmental review of the 
Project. Both letters utterly fail to mention the Project, or any of its details, and provide no 
"New Information" as to why the decision maker erred in approving the CDP for the Project. 
The May/Legacy and the Eisenhart/Union letters must be rejected on this basis alone. 

Ill General Deficiencies In The May/Legacy Letter 

A review of the May/Legacy letter indicates that there are numerous flaws, deficiencies, 
misrepresentations, falsehoods, and errors contained within to warrant its outright dismissal and 

2 SDMC § ll2.0504(c)(2). Italics added. 
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rejection. The following general statements contained in the May/Legacy letter have been noted 
herein and analyzed accordingly: 

1. "The City o[San Diego's Historical Landmarking Policy focuses on what can be seen (rom 
the sidewalk, or public view, and that view must present "good" integrity. " 

This statement is false. The City of San Diego does not have a "Historical Landmarking 
Policy" and there is no landmarking "focus" on view corridors or visible levels of integrity. 

2. "Integrity is grounded in the property's physical features and how they convey its 
significance. In other words, why, where, and when a property was built is important. The 
degree to which changes impact the ability of a house to landmark is guided by whether or not 
the historic character of the property was retained and preserved. " 

This statement is inaccurate and misleading. The City of San Diego does not employ 
such "standards" for "landmarking." To the contrary, the City utilizes the HRB Criteria as well 
as the City of San Diego, Guidelines for the Application of Historical Resources Board 
Designation Criteria. "Integrity'' is defined within the Designation Criteria Guidelines (pp.3-4) 
as "the authenticity of a historical resource's physical identity clearly indicated by the retention 
of characteristics that existed during the resource's period of significance." The Designation 
Criteria Guidelines also state that, "Integrity relates to the presence or absence of historic 
materials and character defining features." Integrity includes seven distinct elements, each of 
which needs to be independently evaluated. 

3. "Basically, the guidelines sav that each property is recognized as a physical record of its 
time, place, and use. Some changes, if old enough, can achieve historical significance in 
their own right. Ultimately, the question o[integrity is answered bv whether or not the propertv 
retains the identity for the period of significance for which it is significant." 

This statement is inaccurate and misleading. As stated previously, "Integrity" is defined 
within the Designation Criteria Guidelines and "relates to the presence or absence of historic 
materials and character defining features." Integrity includes seven distinct elements, each of 
which needs to be independently evaluated. 

4. "In evaluating a historic property, the City of San Diego uses the Secretary of Interior's 
Standards for the Treatment o[Historic Properties. " 

This statemen.t is false and misleading. The City of San Diego does not use the Secretary 
of the Interior's Standards to evaluate the potential historical significance of a property nor are 
they used to evaluate the level of present Integrity. The HRB Criteria are used to evaluate 
potential historical significance as well as the HRB Designation Criteria Guidelines to evaluate 
Integrity. 
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5. "Local jurisdictions ... often apply a less stringent [Integrity] threshold for landmarking. " 

This statement is false. The City of San Diego employs its own definition and evaluation 
method for Integrity and certainly does not often apply a "less stringent threshold" for 
designation. 

6. "Project Impacts "-Legitimacy Challenge To GAi 's Forensic Analysis Letter 

The May/Legacy letter challenges the role of GAi as it relates to the preparation of the 
Forensic Analysis letter and/or Window Schedule in November 2010. The letter indicates that, 

"We are not aware of Golba's qualifications under the Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards, but do not believe his is listed on the City of San Diego's List of 
Qualified Historical Consultants and as such, his qualifications for evaluating 
historical properties is challenged. We do note that the 2010 photos of341 Playa 
del Sur show divided light casement windows that are now gone and replaced by 
single pane windows. And Golba failed to evaluate the building based upon the 
2010 photos." 

The City of San Diego does not have a "List of Qualified Historical Consultants." Rather, it has 
a Historical Resources Board "Consultant's Referral List." GAi is not included on this list. 
However, the firm does not need to be included on the list in order to have had the Forensic 
Analysis Letter and Window Schedule prepared for the property. It must be pointed out that 
there did not exist, and does not today exist, any requirement that a "qualified historic 
preservation architect" need be retained in order to have a Forensic Analysis Letter or Window 
Schedule prepared. GAi is a highly qualified architectural firm which was retained to examine 
and investigate a number of forensic issues associated with the property. In point and fact, GAi 
is one of the most qualified forensic architectural firms in California to undertake such activities. 
In addition, GAi fully evaluated the property in 2010 based upon the conditions which existed at 
that time. GAi is certainly qualified to render opinions on buildings of every type, including 
potentially historic or historic properties. Any challenge to the role that GAi has played in this 
process is without merit. 

III Specific Deficiencies In The Mav!Legacv Letter 

As previously stated, review of the May/Legacy letter indicates that there are numerous 
flaws, deficiencies, misrepresentations, falsehoods, and errors contained within to warrant its 
outright dismissal and rejection. The following specific statements contained in the May/Legacy 
letter have been noted herein and analyzed accordingly: 

1. "Pro;ect Impacts After Application. " 

As an initial matter, Mr. May is a professional archaeologist whose finn appears on the 
City of San Diego's Historical Resources Board "Consultant's Referral List." Those individuals 
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who appear on the Consultant's Referral List may be qualified to perform "archaeological, 
architectural and historical research or historical restorations." Mr. May is not a licensed 
attorney and is barred by state law to provide legal advice or issue legal opinions. This fact 
notwithstanding, the May/Legacy letter cites a Memorandum of Law prepared by the San Diego 
City Attorney in 2007 which dealt with the issue of "When the Physical Condition of a 
Nominated Historical Resource Must Be Evaluated by the Historical Resources Board for 
Purposes of Designation." This opinion was cited in the letter and presented as a "guide" used 
by the author to erroneously comment upon the impact of changes to the 337-341 Playa Del Sur 
buildings. 

The citation and reference to the 2007 City Attorney Memorandum of Law is both 
improper and thoroughly irrelevant. First, the Memorandum dealt with a different, very specific 
case with altogether different facts and issues from the present matter. A simple review of the 
first paragraph states, 

"This Memorandum arose following the unauthorized, partial demolition of a 
private property, after a construction permit had been applied for, after the 
applicant was told by the City that the property may be historically significant; but 
before the City or the Historical Resources Board had had an opportunity to 
review the property, as required, in conjunction with the permit review process 
prescribed by the local Land Development Code."3 

The most fundamental issue discussed in the Memorandum dealt with the "current condition" of 
a property in conjunction with Historical Resources Board designation procedures.4 In the 
present case, there has been no unauthorized demolition of the buildings, a historic review was 
conducted and completed, and there was no referral at all to the Historical Resources Board for 
designation consideration. Therefore, the reference to the Memorandum has no bearing at ali 
upon this property or Project. ' 

In terms of the use of the 2007 City Attorney Memorandum of Law, the May/Legacy 
letter is both misguided and confused. The letter states that the "Project application [i.e. SDPR] 
in 2010 is the point in time for the integrity analysis, and not how it appears today." In this, the 
author is quite correct. The integrity analysis which occurred in 2010 was, in part, the basis upon 
which the buildings were cleared by HRB from further historic review and determined ineligible 
for local designation. However, the claim that "the statements by Kelly [sic.] Stanco [HRB 
Staff] regarding window integrity loss within the public view of 337-341 Playa del Sur are 
incorrect and this constitutes sufficient "new information" to reconsider Criterion C, and at, the 
very least, send 341 Playa del Sur to the Historical Resources Board for a fair and public 
hearing" is woefully incorrect. W11ile there may have been window changes to one, or both of 
the buildings, such improvements occurred after the buildings were cleared from further historic 
review and did not require building permit(s), as they were exempted from such a requirement. 

3 Marianne Greene, Deputy City Attomey, Memorandum of Law, April 18,2007, p.l. 
4 It should be noted that this oftice represented the propetty owner whose propetty was the subject of the opinion in 2007. At the time of 
designation consideration, the Historical Resources Board cotTectly rejected the opinion of the Deputy City Attomey, and did not designate the 
propetty. 
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In short, the integrity analysis relied upon by HRB Staff was performed in 2010. Any 
subsequent improvements which may have occurred to the buildings have resulted in a further 
lack of original integrity. 

2. "Incorrect Chimney Analysis. " 

The May/Legacy letter indicates that inspection of the 341 Playa Del Sur building 
occurred on the "sidewalk on Playa del Sur." The letter also goes on to indicate that the 
"chimney architecture" of the 341 Playa Del Sur building was incorrectly interpreted and "no 
credible proof' was presented in the HRTR that the cobblestone veneer was added. This is not 
accurate. To the contrary, the extensive site investigation and forensic examination conducted 
on the chimney by GAi in 2010 concluded that the cobblestone was not original based upon the 
following: the generally intact and non-deteriorated condition of the cobblestone and mortar; the 
presence of remnants of the original brick chimney found to exist underneath the cobblestones; 
and the similarity of non-original cobblestones· and mortar found in the low-lying wall fronting 
the property and sidewalk along Playa Del Sur. All of this information is more than "credible 
proof' that the cobblestone veneer was added to the chimney, thereby diminishing the original 
integrity of the building. 

3. "Incorrect Wall Shingle Analysis." 

As with the above issue, the May/Legacy letter indicates that inspection of the 341 Playa 
Del Sur building occurred on the "sidewalk on Playa del Sur," and that "Legacy 106, Inc. shot. 
photos of 341 Playa del Sur from the public view and blew up the images." The letter also goes 
on to indicate that the no "photographic evidence" was provided to show the "original 
dimensions of the shingle siding at 337 and 341 Playa del Sur .... " This is incorrect. 
Photographs of the shingles were provided in the Forensic Analyis Letter prepared by GAi (See 
Photographs #1 0-16). These photographs, coupled with . the extensive site inspection, 
demonstrated that the existing wood shingles are not original. The allegations that there has been 
"no evidence [that] anyone removed the shingles to examine the originals beneath" and that 
"there is no historical photo to prove the original shingles do not match those on the surface" are 
without merit. 

4. "Criterion A, La Jolla Beach Cottage Historic Context." 

The May/Legacy letter indicates that "[s]ince 2010, the Historical Resources Board 
created a category for La Jolla Beach Cottages under Criterion A," and concludes, without any 
evidentiary support, that "337-341 Playa del Sur qualifies as a Beach cottage in the Windansea 
neighborhood of La Jolla." This statement is in error. The historic context of "La Jolla Beach 
Cottage Architecture" was first developed by Kathleen Crawford, M.A., in conjunction with the 
historic designation of the "James A. Wilson Spec House #1" (Site #941, 1263 Silverado 
Avenue) under HRB Criterion A. This context was accepted by the Historical Resources Board 
when the Wilson House was designated in November 2009. The Wilson House was found to be 
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"an excellent example of the predominant beach cottage architectural style in La Jolla at the tum 
of the century" which possessed a number of"classic ... La Jolla beach cottage characteristics." 

In January 2010, when the HRTR was completed, there existed no DSD or HRB 
requirement to analyze "La Jolla Beach Cottages" under the historic context which was prepared 
by Ms. Crawford and only accepted by the Historical Resources Board two months earlier. 
Further, when HRB Staff requested revisions to the HRTR in August 2010, and when the revised 
HRTR was accepted by HRB Staff and the property cleared from further historic review and 
determined ineligible for local designation, such a requirement did not exist. Considering the 
clear lack of integrity that the buildings then displayed, the fact that the buildings have been 
subsequently modified with window changes, and the fact that both buildings today possess very 
few elements indicative of La Jolla Beach Cottage Architecture, the determination that the 
property does not qualify under HRB Criterion A is still valid. 5 

In addition, the statement contained in the May/Legacy letter that "Architect Wayne 
Donaldson surveyed La Jolla and found this house [341 Playa Del Sur] to qualify as a potential 
contributor to a future historical district. City Staff and the project applicant never raised 337-
341 Playa del Sur as a contributor to this [La Jolla Beach Cottage Historic] Context under 
Criterion A" is irrelevant and without merit. The deficiencies of the Donaldson survey form for 
the property were discussed at length in the HR TR; there presently exists no historic district for 
the La Jolla community (Beach Cottage or otherwise); no plans are currently in process for the 
establishment of a historic district for the La Jolla community (Beach Cottage or otherwise); and 
the property was analyzed and determined ineligible for any present or future historic district in 
the HRTR under HRB Criterion E (Historic District). 

5. "Architectural Analvsis. "-Integritv Discussion 

As an initial matter, the May/Legacy letter suffers from a lack of understanding and 
application of both the Secretary of the Interior's Stan.dard; for the Treatment of Historic 
Properties (1995), and the City of San Diego's consideration of original integrity. The letter 
inappropriately combines, at the whim of the author, Standards for Rehabilitation with the 
standards for the seven (7) elements of integrity from the National Register of Historic Places 
and/or the City of San Diego, Guidelines for the Application of Historical Resources Board 
Designation Criteria (Land Development Manual, Historical Resources Guidelines, Appendix E, 
Part 2, Revised February 24, 2011). It is undisputed that the Secretary of the Interior's Standards 
are meant to apply only to historic properties. The 337 and 341 Playa Del Sur buildings were 
found to be insignificant and ineligible for local designation. The buildings are not designated 
historical resources. As such, any application of the Secretary of the Interior's Standards is 
irrelevant. Nevertheless, with respect to the letter's application of integrity standards, the 
following is hereby addressed: 

5 It should be noted that the May/Legacy letter identifies six (6) "architecturally defining features" that are "suppmtive ofhistotic landmarking," 
presumably in the context of HRB Criterion A as a La Jolla Beach Cottage example. The letter fails to note that there 23 "character-defining" 
features of La Jolla Beach Cottage architecture that need to considered for designation under HRB Ctiterion A. 
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Location-The May/Legacy letter indicates that the "house" (presumably 341 Playa Del Sur?) is 
in its original location. The HRTR concluded that the buildings retained their location elements 
for integrity purposes. This issue is, therefore, not in dispute. 

Desir;;tn-The May/Legacy letter inappropriately cites Secretary of the Interior's Standards for 
Rehabilitation #3 and generally concludes that since several elements of the Tudor style exist in 
the building (presumably 341 Playa Del Sur?), the structure retains a sufficient degree of design 
for integrity purposes. However, the author fails to mention or even reconcile the substantial 
changes to the original exterior siding, windows, doors, or cobblestone chimney veneer. The 
letter, therefore, fails to properly consider the design integrity of the building, and completely 
ignores the 33 7 Playa Del Sur structure. 

Setting-The May/Legacy letter inappropriately cites Standards which are inapplicable to a 
setting analysis and conveniently ignores the obvious fact that the property has been thoroughly 
compromised by new construction throughout the neighborhood. The letter erroneous concludes 
that because the property is located near a single designated property, as well as mixed-use 
apartments, other single-family homes, and a cobblestone retaining wall with sidewalk and entry 
steps, that the property maintains original setting. The letter conveniently ignores the change in 
neighborhood character, the resource's out-of-place relationship to the surrounding area, and 
misrepresents the true level of original setting (which has, .in fact, been substantially 
compromised). 

Materials-TheMay/Legacy letter inappropriately cites Secretary of the Interior's Standards for 
Rehabilitation #6 and generally concludes that original fabric remaining on the building (341 
Playa Del Sur?), as well as new material added over the years, including new windows, wood 
shingle exterior and cobblestone chimney veneer, all contribute to an "excellent" level of 
materials for integrity purposes. The letter conveniently ignores other changes to the building 
including a side addition, as well as door modifications, and misrepresents the true level of 
original materials (which have in fact, been compromised). As discussed earlier, the letter 
erroneously cites the 2007 City Attorney Memorandum of Law and fails to realize that HRB Staff 
did, in fact, "consider the integrity that existed in ... 2010 and not the changes done at a later 
time." Finally, the letter also ignores the issue of materials altogether for the 337 Playa Del Sur 
building. 

Workmanship-The May/Legacy letter inappropriately cites Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards for the Treatment of Historical Properties and concludes that because the 
workmanship contained in 341 Playa Del Sur is "consistent with late 1920s construction," the 
building has retained a sufficient degree of workmanship for integrity purposes. Aside from 
acknowledging the new shingle exterior, the letter fails to consider the lack of original 
workmanship in other areas of the building, including windows, chimney, and doors, and 
ignores the issue of workmanship altogether for the 337 Playa Del Sur building. 
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Feeling-The May/Legacy letter indicates that the property retains its feeling element for 
integrity purposes. The HRTR made the same conclusion. This issue is, therefore, not in 
dispute. 

Association-The May/Legacy letter concedes that "this category is unevaluated by Legacy 106, 
Inc." However, the HRTR determined that since the property was not directly linked to any 
important historic events or persons, it lacked an associative element for integrity purposes. 

IV. Deficiencies In The Eisenhart/Union Letter 

As with the May/Legacy letter, the Eisenhart/Union letter contains a number of fatal 
flaws and deficiencies to warrant its outright dismissal and rejection. 

First, Mr. Eisenhart states that he conducted a site visit at "33 7 Playa Del Sur." However, 
the site consists of two distinct buildings (337 and 341 Playa Del Sur) which share many 
common features and building characteristics. Based upon the failure to distinguish between the 
two buildings, it is unclear and certainly confusing to determine which building he is referencing 
in his singular attempt to define the level of present integrity. 

Second, as with the May/Legacy letter, the Eisenhart/Union letter suffers from a lack of 
understanding and application ofboth the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment 
of Historic Properties (1995), and the City of San Diego's consideration of original integrity. As 
stated previously, the letter inappropriately combines, at the whim of the author, Standards for 
Rehabilitation with the standards for the seven (7) elements of integrity from the National 
Register of Historic Places and/or the City of San Diego, Guidelines for the Application of 
Historical Resources Board Designation Criteria (Land Development Manual, Historical 
Resources Guidelines, Appendix E, Part 2, Revised February 24, 2011). It is undisputed that the 
Secretary of the Interior's Standards are meant to apply only to historic properties. In the present 
instance, the 337 and 341 Playa Del Sur buildings were found to be insignificant and ineligible 
for local designation. The buildings are not designated historical resources. As such, any 
application of the Secretary of the Interior's Standards is irrelevant. Nevertheless, with respect 
to the letter's application of integrity standards, the following is hereby addressed: 

Location-The Eisenhart/Union letter indicates that the "main house" (presumably 341 Playa 
Del Sur?) is in its original location. The HRTR concluded that the buildings retained their 
location elements for integrity purposes. This issue is, therefore, not in dispute. 

Design-The Eisenhart/Union letter inappropriately cites Secretary of the Interior's Standards 
for Rehabilitation #3 and generally concludes that "the design of the structure is consistent 
with ... the English cottage or Tudor revival style architecture" (presumably 341 Playa Del Sur?). 
However, the author fails to mention or even reconcile the substantial changes to the original 
exterior siding, windows, doors, or cobblestone chimney veneer. The letter, therefore, fails to 
properly consider the design integrity of the building, and completely ignores the 33 7 Playa Del 
Sur structure. 
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Setting-The Eisenhart/Union letter inappropriately cites Standards which are inapplicable to a 
setting analysis and concedes that the overall setting has been compromised by new construction 
which is "larger in scale and massing." The letter erroneous concludes that because the property 
is located adjacent to a narrow street with a low cobblestone wall and "maintains its landscape, 
walks and views" that it maintains original integrity. The letter conveniently ignores the change 
in neighborhood character, the resource's out-of-place relationship to the surrounding area, and 
misrepresents the true level of original setting (which has, in fact, been substantially 
compromised). 

Materials-The Eisenhart/Union letter inappropriately cites Secretary of the Interior's Standards 
for Rehabilitation #6 and generally concludes that original fabric remaining on the building (341 
Playa Del Sur?), as well as new material added over the years, including new wood shingle 
exterior and cobblestone chimney veneer, satisfactorily express the "intent" and "spirit" of the 
"revival design." The letter conveniently ignores other changes to the building including a side 
addition, as well as window and door modifications, and misrepresents the true level of original 
materials (which have in fact, been compromised). The letter also ignores the issue of materials 
altogether for the 337 Playa Del Sur building. 

Workmanship-The Eisenhart/Union letter incorrectly asserts that the "stone chimney" present 
on the building (341 Playa Del Sur?) is original. However, this belief, admittedly, was based 
upon Mr. Eisenhart's view of the property from the "public right of way." The assertion that the 
chimney is original does not contradict the extensive site investigation and forensic examination 
conducted on the chimney by GAi in 2010 which concluded that the cobblestone was not 
original. Further, the letter fails to consider the lack of original wor!ananship in other areas 
of the building, and ignores the issue of workmanship altogether for the 337 Playa Del Sur 
building. 

Feeling-The Eisenhart/Union letter indicates that the "cottage" (presumably 341 Playa Del 
Sur?) and "site" still reflect "subtle" details and a "diminutive" scale which convey the "feeling 
of a 1920's property." The HRTR concluded that the buildings retained their feeling elements 
for integrity purposes. This issue is, therefore, not in dispute.. 

Association-The Eisenhart/Union letter concedes that "[n]o research was done on this element. 
However, the HRTR determined that since the property was not directly linked to any important 
historic events or persons, it lacked an associative element for integrity purposes. 

IV. Conclusion. 

Based upon my careful examination of both the May/Legacy and Eisenhart/Union letters, 
it is clear that neither letter constitutes a valid ground or basis for a Process Two appeal, or 
presented any new or significant information for the City of San Diego to revisit the historic 
clearance of the SDPR from 2010. Further, both letters contain numerous flaws and deficiencies 
to be accepted as a legitimate environmental document for historic/environmental planning 
purposes, or to be relied upon for purposes of the Visin Duplex Project appeal. 
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Scott A. Moornjian 
Attorney at Law 
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PLANNING COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO. ___ _ 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 983703 
VISIN DUPLEX- PROJECT NO. 280069 

ATTACHMENT 14 

WHEREAS, JACK VISIN and KAREN L. VISIN, Owner and Permittee, filed an application with the 
City of San Diego for a permit for the demolition of two existing single family dwelling units and 
construction of a residential duplex (as described in and by reference to the approved Exhibits "A" 
and corresponding conditions of approval for the associated Permit No. 983703), on portions of a 0.04 
acre site; 

WHEREAS, the project site is located at 337 and 341 Playa del Sur Street, west of La Jolla 
Boulevard, in the RM-3-7 Zone within the La Jolla Community Planning area, Coastal Overlay Zone 
(Non-Appealable Area 2), Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone, Parking Impact Overlay Zone 
(Coastal Impact and Beach areas), Residential Tandem Parking Overlay Zone, Transit Area Overlay 
Zone, and Council District 1; 

WHEREAS, the project site is legally described as Lot 20 in Block 5 of La Jolla Strand, in the City of 
San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to Map thereofNo. 1216, filed in the 
Office ofthe County Recorder of San Diego County, October 19, 1909; 

WHEREAS, on March 25,2013, the City of San Diego, as Lead Agency, through the Development 
Services Department, made and issued an Environmental Determination that the project is exempt 
from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Public Resources Code section 21000 et. 
seq.) under CEQA Guideline Section 15303 (New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures) 
and there was no appeal of the Environmental Determination filed within the time period provided by 
San Diego Municipal Code Section 112.0520; 

WHEREAS, on April18, 2013, the Development Services Department of the City of San Diego 
. considered Coastal Development Permit No. 983703 and pursuant to Resolution No. CM-6322, 
approved Coastal Development Permit No. 983703; 

WHEREAS, on May 6, 2013, the La Jolla Community Planning Association, the La Jolla Historical 
Society, and Donna G. Blackrnond appealed the Development Services Department decision to the 
Planning Commission; 

WHEREAS, the matter was set for public hearing on June 13, 2013, testimony having been heard, 
evidence having been submitted, and the Planning Commission having fully considered the matter 
and being fully advised concerning the same; NOW, THEREFORE, 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Planning Commission of the City of San Diego as follows: 

That the Planning Commission adopts the following written Findings, dated June 13, 2013. 
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FINDINGS: 

I. Coastal Development Permit- Section 126.0708(a) 

1. The proposed coastal development will not encroach upon any existing 
physical accessway that is legally used by the public or any proposed public accessway 
identified in a Local Coastal Program land use plan; and the proposed coastal 
development will enhance and protect public views to and along the ocean and other 
scenic coastal areas as specified in the Local Coastal Program land use plan; 

The 0.04 acre site is located at 337 and 341 Playa del Sur Street, west of La Jolla Boulevard, is 
an interior lot and is located approximately 672 feet from the Pacific Ocean. The property is 
not located between the sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea, which is identified 
as Neptune Place at this location. The structure will have a maximum building height of29 
feet 9 inches; therefore, the building and any projections will not exceed the maximum 30 foot 
height limit allowed by the Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone. Playa del Sur Street at 
this location is.not located in an identified Public Vantage Point and does not contain any 
physical access or visual access (major viewshed, view corridor or scenic overlooks) as 
identified within the La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. 

The project proposes no deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and policy 
documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, design guidelines, 
and development standards in effect for this site. Therefore, the development has been 
designed to protect and enhance the public views, and would not affect any existing or 
proposed physical accessway and/or public views to the Pacific Ocean or other scenic coastal 
areas as specified in the Local Coastal Program. 

2. The proposed coastal development will not adversely affect environmentally 
sensitive lands; 

The project proposes the demolition of two existing single family dwelling units and 
construction of a new 2,563 square foot residential duplex, consisting of a two bedroom unit 
and a three bedroom unit, and 3 67 square feet of roof decks. The project site has been 
previously graded and developed with two, one story single family dwelling units identified as 
337 and 341 Playa del Sur Street. The property is an interior lot, and is located approximately 
672 feet from the Pacific Ocean. The property is not located between the sea and the first 
public roadway paralleling t,he sea, which is identified as Neptune Place at this location. The 
property is approximately 60 feet above Mean Sea Level (MSL) and is located above the 100-
year floodplain. The property is not within or adjacent to the Multiple Species Conservation 
Program (MSCP) Multiple Habitat Planning Area (MHP A) and does not contain any other 
type of Environmental Sensitive Lands (ESL) as defined in Land Development Code (LDC) 
Section 113.01 03. The project proposes no deviations or variances from the applicable 
regulations and development standards in effect for this site. 
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The City of San Diego conducted an environmental review of this site, including a historical 
assessment for the two existing single family dwelling units, in accordance with State of 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) guidelines. The project was determined to be 
categorically exempt from CEQA pursuant to Section 15303 (New Construction or 
Conversion of Small Structures). Therefore, it has been determined that the project does not 
contain environmentally sensitive lands and would not adversely affect environmentally 
sensitive lands. 

3. The proposed coastal development is in conformity with the certified Local 
Coastal Program land use plan and complies with all regulations of the certified 
Implementation Program; and 

The 0.04 acre site is located at 337 and 341 Playa del Sur Street, west of La Jolla Boulevard, is 
an interior lot and is located approximately 672 feet from the Pacific Ocean. The property is 
not located between the sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea, which is identified 
as Neptune Place at this location. The structure will have a maximum building height of29 
feet 9 inches; therefore, the building and any projections will not exceed the maximum 30 foot 
height limit allowed by the Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone. Playa del Sur Street at 
this location is not located in an identified Public Vantage Point and does not contain any 
physical access or visual access (major viewshed, view corridor or scenic overlooks) as 
identified within the La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. 

The project proposes no deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and policy 
documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, design guidelines, 
and development standards in effect for this site. Therefore, the development is in conformity 
with the certified Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan and complies with all regulations of 
the certified Implementation Program. 

4. For every Coastal Development Permit issued for any coastal development 
betv,reen the nearest public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of water located 
within the Coastal Overlay Zone the coastal development is in conformity with the public 
access and public recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act. 

The 0.04 acre site is located at 337 and 341 Playa del Sur Street, west of La Jolla Boulevard, is 
an interior lot and is located approximately 672 feet from the Pacific Ocean. The property is 
not located between the sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea, which is identified 
as Neptune Place at this location. Playa del Sur Street at this location is not located in an 
identified Public Vantage Point and does not contain any physical access or visual access 
(major viewshed, view corridor or scenic overlooks) as identified within the La Jolla 
Community Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. 

The development has been designed to meet the development regulations of the underlying 
zone and no public view, public access to the water, public recreation facilities, or public 
parking facilities would be adversely affected by the approval of this development. Therefore, 
the proposed development has demonstrated conformance with the public access and 
recreation policies of the California Coastal Act as required by this finding. 
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the appeal of the La Jolla Community Planning Association, the 
La Jolla Historical Society, and Donna G. Blackmond are denied; based on the findings hereinbefore 
adopted by the Planning Commission, Coastal Development Permit No. 983703 is hereby GRANTED 
by the Planning Commission to the referenced Owner/Permittee, in the form, exhibits, terms and 
conditions as set forth in Permit No. 983703 a copy of which is attached hereto and made apart 
hereof. 

Jeffrey A. Peterson 
Development Project Manager 
Development Services 

Adopted on: June 13, 2013 

Internal Order No. 24002649 
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ATTACHMENT 15 

SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE 
INTERNAL ORDER NUMBER: 24002649 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 983703 
VISIN DUPLEX- PROJECT NO. 280069 

PLANNING COMMISSION 

This Coastal Development Permit No. 983703 is granted by the Planning Commission of the 
City of San Diego to JACK VISIN and KAREN L. VISIN, Owner and Permittee, pursuant to 
San Diego Municipal Code [SDMC] Section 126.0708. The 0.04 acre site is located at 337 and 
341 Playa del Sur Street, west of La Jolla Boulevard, in the RM-3-7 Zone within the La Jolla 
Community Planning area, Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area 2), Coastal Height 
Limitation Overlay Zone, Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal Impact and Beach areas), 
Residential Tandem Parking Overlay Zone, Transit Area Overlay Zone, and Council District 1. 
The project site is legally described as: Lot 20 in Block 5 of La Jolla Strand, in the City ,of San 
Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to Map thereofNo. 1216, filed in the 
Office of the County Recorder of San Diego County, October 19, 1909. 

Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit, permission is granted to 
Owner/Permittee for the demolition of two existing single family dwelling units and construction 
of a residential duplex, described and identified by size, dimension, quantity, type, and location 
on the approved exhibits [Exhibit "A"] dated June 13, 2013, on file in the Development Services 
Department. 

The project shall include: 

a. Demolition of two existing single family dwelling units and construction of a 2,563 
square foot residential duplex, consisting of a two bedroom unit and a three bedroom 
unit, and 367 square feet of roof decks. The site will contain four on-site parking 
spaces consisting of a 236 square foot, one car garage, and 430 square feet of covered 
parking containing three parking spaces; 

b. Landscaping (planting, irrigation and landscape related improvements); 
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c. Off-street parking; 

d. Construction of associated site improvements (i.e. hardscape, fences and site walls); 

e. A roof-mounted photovoltaic system consisting of solar panels sufficient to generate at 
least 50 percent of the project's projected energy consumption; and 

f. Public and private accessory improvements determined by the Development Services 
Department to be consistent with the land use and development standards for this site in 
accordance with the adopted community plan, the California Environmental Quality 
Act [CEQA] and the CEQA Guidelines, the City Engineer's requirements, zoning 
regulations, conditions of this Permit, and any other applicable regulations of the 
SDMC. 

STANDARD REQUIREMENTS: 

1. This permit must be utilized within thirty-six (36) months after the date on which all rights 
of appeal have expired. If this permit is not utilized in accordance with Chapter 12, Article 6, 
Division 1 of the SDMC within the 36 month period, this permit shall be void unless an 
Extension of Time has been granted. Any such Extension of Time must meet all SDMC 
requirements and applicable guidelines in effect at the time the extension is considered by the 
appropriate decision maker. This permit must be utilized by June 27, 2016. 

2. No permit for the construction, occupancy, or operation of any facility or improvement 
described herein shall be granted, nor shall any activity authorized by this Permit be conducted 
on the premises until: 

a. The Owner/Permittee signs and returns the Permit to the Development Servic,es 
Department; and 

b. The Permit is recorded in the Office ofthe San Diego County Recorder. 

3. While this Permit is in effect, the subject property shall be used only for the purposes and 
under the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit unless otherwise authorized by the 
appropriate City decision maker. 

4. This Permit is a covenant running with the subject property and all of the requirements and 
conditions of this Permit and related documents shall be binding upon the Owner/Permittee and 
any successor(s) in interest. 

5. The continued use of this Permit shall be subject to the regulations of this and any other 
applicable governmental agency. 

6. Issuance of this Permit by the City of San Diego does not authorize the Owner/Permittee 
for this Permit to violate any Federal, State or City laws, ordinances, regulations or policies 
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including, but not limited to, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 [ESA] and any amendments 
thereto (16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq.). 

7. The Owner/Permittee shall secure all necessary building permits. The Owner/Permittee is 
informed that to secure these permits, substantial building modifications and site improvements 
may be required to comply with applicable building, fire, mechanical, and plumbing codes, and 
State and Federal disability access laws. 

8. Construction plans shall be in substantial conformity to Exhibit "A." Changes, 
modifications, or alterations to the construction plans are prohibited unless appropriate 
application(s) or amendment(s) to this Permit have been granted. 

9. All of the conditions contained in this Permit have been considered and were determined-
necessary to make the findings required for approval of this Permit. The Permit holder is 
required to comply with each and every condition in order to maintain the entitlements that are 
granted by this Permit. 

If any condition of this Permit, on a legal challenge by the Owner/Permittee of this Permit, is 
found or held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable, or unreasonable, 
this Permit shall be void. However, in such an event, the Owner/Permittee shall have the right, 
by paying applicable processing fees, to bring a request for a new permit without the "invalid" 
conditions(s) back to the discretionary body which approved the Permit for a determination by 
that body as to whether all of the findings necessary for the issuance of the proposed permit can 
still be made in the absence ofthe "invalid" condition(s). Such hearing shall be a hearing de 
novo, and the discretionary body shall have the absolute right to approve, disapprove, or modify 
the proposed permit and the condition(s) contained therein. 

10. The Owner/Permittee shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City, its agents, 
officers, and employees from any and all claims, actions, proceedings, damages, judgments, or 
costs, including attorney's fees, against the City or its agents, officers, or employees, relating to 
the issuance of this permit including, but not limited to, any action to attack, set aside,void, 
challenge, or annul this development approval and any environmental document or decision. 
The City will promptly notify Owner/Permittee of any claim, action, or proceeding and, if the 
City should fail to cooperate fully in the defense, the Owner/Permittee shall not thereafter be 
responsible to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City or its agents, officers, and 
employees. The City may elect to conduct its own defense, participate in its own defense, or 
obtain independent legal counsel in defense of any claim related to this indemnification. In the 
event of such election, Owner/Permittee shall pay all of the costs related thereto, including 
without limitation reasonable attorney's fees and costs. In the event of a disagreement between 
the City and Owner/Permittee regarding litigation issues, the City shall have the authority to 
control the litigation and make litigation related decisions, including, but not limited to, 
settlement or other disposition of the matter. However, the Owner/Permittee shall not be required 
to pay or perform any settlement unless such settlement is approved by Owner/Permittee. 
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ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS: 

11. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall grant to the City a 
5.0 foot wide Irrevocable Offer of Dedication for the adjacent alley, satisfactory to the City 
Engineer. 

12. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall incorporate any 
construction Best Management Practices (BMPs) necessary to comply with Chapter 14, Article 
2, Division 1 (Grading Regulations) of the SDMC, into the construction plans or specifications. 

13. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall enter into a 
Maintenance Agreement for the ongoing permanent BMPs maintenance, satisfactory to the City 
Engineer. 

14. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall submit a Water 
Pollution Control Plan (WPCP). The WPCP shall be prepared in accordance with the guidelines 
in Appendix E ofthe City's Storm Water Standards. 

15. Prior to the foundation inspection, the Owner/Permittee shall submit an building pad 
certification signed by a Registered Civil Engineer or a Licensed Land Surveyor, certifying the 
pad elevation based on USGS datum is consistent with Exhibit "A," satisfactory to the City 
Engineer. 

16. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit 
and bond the replacement of the existing curb with full height City standard curb and gutter, 
along the project frontage on Playa Del Sur Street, per Standard Drawing SDG-151, satisfactory 
to the City Engineer. 

17. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the OWn.er/Permittee shall remove the 
existing red brick pavers, along the project frontage on Playa Del Sur Street, satisfactory to the 
City Engineer. 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING REQUIREMENTS: 

18. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall comply with the 
affordable housing requirements of the City's Inclusionary Affordable Housing Regulations 
(SDMC § 142.1301 et seq.). 

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS: 

19. The Owner/Permittee shall permanently maintain no fewer than 4 off-street parking spaces 
(with 2 tandem off-street parking spaces provided; 4 overall parking spaces) on the property 
within the approximate location shown on the project's Exhibit "A". Further, all on-site parking 
stalls and aisle widths shall be in compliance with requirements of the City's SDMC, and shall 
not be converted and/or utilized for any other purpose, unless otherwise authorized in writing by 
the Development Services Department Director. 
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20. Both parking spaces provided within each tandem parking space shall be assigned to the 
same dwelling unit. 

LANDSCAPE REQUIREMENTS: 

21. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall submit 
complete landscape and irrigation construction documents consistent with the Land Development 
Manual to the Development Services Department for approval. The construction documents 
shall be in substantial conformance with Exhibit "A," Landscape Development Plan, on file in 
the Office of the Development Services Department. 

22. In the event that the Landscape Plan and the Site Plan conflict, the Site Plan shall be 
revised to be consistent with the Landscape Plan such that landscape areas are consistent with the 
Exhibit "A," Landscape Development Plan. 

23. Prior to issuance of construction permits for public right-of-way improvements, the 
Owner/Permittee shall submit complete landscape construction documents for right-of-way 
improvements to the Development Services Department for approval. Improvement plans shall 
take into account a 40 square-foot area around each tree, which is unencumbered by utilities. 
Driveways, drains, water and sewer laterals shall be designed so as not to prohibit the placement 
of street trees. 

24. All required landscape shall be maintained in a disease, weed, and litter free condition at all 
times. Severe pruning or "topping" of trees is not permitted unless specifically noted in this 
Permit. The trees shall be maintained in a safe manner to allow each tree to grow to its mature 
height and spread. 

25. Prior to Final Inspection, it shall be the responsibility of the Ovmer/Permittee to install all 
required landscape. A "No Fee" Street Tree Permit, and/or Encroachment Maintenance Removal 
Agreement, EMRA, if applicable, shall be obtained for the installation, establishment, and on-
going maintenance of all street trees. · 

26. Palm tree located in the remaining yard shall have a minimum brown trunk height to 
provide 30 points as indicated in Table 142-04B, Plant Point Schedule, of the SDMC. 

27. If any required landscape (including existing or new plantings, hardscape, landscape 
features, etc.) indicated on the approved construction document plans is damaged or removed 
during demolition or construction, the Owner/Permittee repair and/or replace in kind and 
equivalent size per the approved documents to the satisfaction of the Development Services 
Department within 30 days of damage or a Final Landscape Inspection, whichever occurs earlier. 

28. The Owner/Permittee shall replace any required planting that dies within 3 years of 
installation, within 30 calendar days of plant death with the same size and species of plant 
material shown on the approved plan. 
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PLANNING/DESIGN REQUIREMENTS: 

29. A topographical survey conforming to the provisions of the SDMC may be required if it is 
determined, during construction, that there may be a conflict between the building(s) under 
construction and a condition ofthis Permit or a regulation ofthe underlying zone. The cost of 
any such survey shall be borne by the Owner/Permittee. 

30. Prior to the issuance of building permits, construction documents shall fully illustrate the 
incorporation of a roof-mounted photovoltaic system consisting of solar panels sufficient to 
generate at least 50 percent of the project's projected energy consumption. 

31. All private outdoor lighting shall be shaded and adjusted to fall on the same premises 
where such lights are located and in accordance with the applicable regulations in the SDMC. 

PUBLIC UTILITIES DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS: 

32. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall apply for a 
plumbing permit for the installation of appropriate private back flow prevention device(s) 
[BFPDs], on each water service (domestic, fire and irrigation), in a manner satisfactory to the 
Director of Public Utilities and the City Engineer. BFPDs shall be located above ground on 
private property, in line with the service and immediately adjacent to the right-of-way. 

3 3. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, the design and construction of all public water facilities and sewer facilities in 
accordance with established criteria in the most current edition of the City of San Diego Water 
and Sewer Facility Design Guides. 

34. All proposed private water and sewer facilities located within a single lot are to be, 
designed to meet the requirements of the California Uniform PlwubingCode and will be 
reviewed as part of the building permit plan check. 

35. No trees or shrubs exceeding three feet in height at maturity shall be installed within ten 
feet of any water and sewer facilities 

INFORMATION ONLY: 

• The issuance of this discretionary use permit alone does not allow the immediate 
commencement or continued operation of the proposed use on site. The operation allowed 
by this discretionary use permit may only begin or recommence after all conditions listed 
on this permit are fully completed and all required ministerial permits have been issued and 
received final inspection. 

• Any party on whom fees, dedications, reservations, or other exactions have been imposed 
as conditions of approval of this Permit, may protest the imposition within ninety days of 
the approval of this development peirnit by filing a written protest with the City Clerk 
pursuant to California Government Code-section 66020. 
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• This development may be subject to impact fees at the time of construction permit 
Issuance. 

APPROVED by the Planning Commission of the City of San Diego on June 13, 2013, pursuant 
to Resolution No. :XXXX-PC. 
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Permit Type/PTS Approval No.: CDP No. 983703 
Date of Approval: June 13, 2013 

AUTHENTICATED BY THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
DEPARTMENT 

Jeffrey A. Peterson 
Development Project Manager 

NOTE: Notary acknowledgment 
must be attached per Civil Code 
section 1189 et seq. 

The undersigned Owner/Permittee, by execution hereof, agrees to each and every condition of 
this Permit and promises to perform each and every obligation of Owner/Permittee hereunder. 

JACK VISIN 
Owner/Permittee 

By ________________ ~--~-------
Jack Visin 

KAREN L. VISIN 
Owner/Permittee 

By ________________________ __ 

NOTE: Notary acknowledgments 
must be attached per Civil Code 
section 1189 et seq. 

Karen L. Visin 
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NOTICE OF EXEMPTION 

(Check one or both) 

TO: X RECORDER/COUNTY CLERK 
P.O. Box 1750, MS A-33 
1600 PACIFIC HWY, ROOM 260 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101-2422 

___ OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH 

1400 TENTH STREET, ROOM 121 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814 

PROJECT TITLE/ No.: VISIN DUPLEX/ 280069 

FROM: CITY OF SAN DIEGO 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
1222 FIRST A VENUE, MS 501 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 

PROJECT LOCATION-SPECIFIC: 337- 341 Playa Del Sur, San Diego, CA 92037 

PROJECT LOCATION-CITY/COUNTY: San Diego/San Diego 

DESCRIPTION OF NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT: Applicant is requesting a COASTAL DEVELOPMENT 

PERMIT to demolish an existing duplex and construct a three-story, 3,329-square-foot duplex. The project 
would also construct various site improvements, which includes associated hardscape and landscaping. The 2)78-

square foot project site at 337- 341 Playa Del Sur is Medium High Residential (density of 30-45 dwelling units 
per acre) and is located in the RM-3-7 zone, Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone (CHLOZ), Coastal 
Development Permit jurisdiction (Non-appealable area-2), the Parking Impact (coastal and Beach) Overlay 
Zone (PIOZ), Residential Tandem Parking Overlay Zone (RTPOZ), and the Transit Area Overlay Zone within 

the La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan area. LEGAL DESCRIPTION: Lot 20, 
Block 5, Map no. 1216). 

NAME OF PERSON OR AGENCY CARRYING OUT PROJECT: Jack Visin, 5508 Pacifica Drive, San Diego, CA 92037, 
(858) 525-187 4. 

EXEMPT STATUS: (CHECK ONE) 
( ) MINISTERIAL (SEC. 21080(b)(1); 15268) 

( ) DECLARED EMERGENCY (SEC. 21080(b)(3); 15269(a)) 
( ) EMERGENCY PROJECT (SEC. 21080(b)( 4); 15269 (b)(c)) 
(X) CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION: 15303 (New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures) 
( ) STATUTORY EXEMPTIONS: 

REASONS WHY PROJECT IS EXEMPT: The City of San Diego conducted an environmental review that determined 
the project would not have the potential for causing a significant effect on the environment in that the project 
would not involve an expansion of the current use. The project meets the criteria set forth in CEQA Section 
15303 that allows for new construction. Furthermore, the exceptions listed in CEQA Section 15300.2 would not 

apply in that no cumulative impacts were identified; no significant effect on the environmental were 
identified; the project is not adjacent to a scenic highway; the project was not identified on a list of hazardous 
waste sites pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code. 
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LEAD AGENCY CONTACT PERSON: E. Shearer-Nguyen TELEPHONE: (619) 446-5369 

IF FILED BY APPLICANT: 

1. ATTACH CERTIFIED DOCUMENT OF EXEMPTION FINDING. 

2. HAS A NOTICE OF EXEMPTION BEEN FILED BY THE PUBLIC AGENCY APPROVING THE PROJECT? 

( ) YES ( ) NO 

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED THAT THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO HAS DETERMINED THE ABOVE ACTMTY TO BE EXEMPT FROM 

CEQ A. 

CHECK ONE: 

(X) SIGNED BY LEAD AGENCY 

( ) SIGNED BY APPLICANT 

SENIOR PLANNER March 25, 2013 
DATE OF PROJECT APPROVAL 

DATE RECEIVED FOR FILING WITH COUNTY CLERK OR OPR: 
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THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO 

Date of Notice: March 25, 2013 

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
Internal Order No. 24002649 

PROJECT NAME/NUMBER: VIS IN DUPLEX I 280069 . 

COMMUNITY PLAN AREA: La Jolla 

COUNCIL DISTRICT: 1 

LOCATION: 337- 341 Playa Del Sur, San Diego, CA 92037 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Applicant is requesting a COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT to 
demolish an existing duplex and construct a three-story, 3,329-square-foot duplex. The project 

would also construct various site improvements, which includes associated hardscape and 

landscaping. The 2,178-square foot project site at 337-341 Playa Del Sur is Medium High· 
Residential (density of 30-45 dwelling units per acre) and is located in: the RM-3-7 zone, Coastal 
Height Limitation Overlay Zone (CHLOZ), Coastal Development Permit jurisdiction (Non-appealable · 
area-2), the Parkin:g Impact (coastal and Beach) Overlay Zone(PIOZ), Residential Tandem Parkin:g 
Overlay Zone (RTPOZ), and the Transit Area Overlay Zone within: the La Jolla Community Plan and 
Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan area. 

ENTITY CONSIDERING PROJECT APPROVAL: City of San Diego Hearin:g Officer. 

ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION: Categorically exempt from CEQA pursuant to CEQA 
State Guidelines, Section 15303 (New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures). 

ENTITY MAKING ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION: City of San Diego 

STATEMENT SUPPORTING REASON FOR ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION: The City 
of San Diego conducted an environmental review that determin:ed the project would not have the 
potential for causin:g a significant effect on the environment in: that the project would not in:volve an 
expansion of the current use. The project meets the criteria set forth in: CEQA Section 15303 that 
allows for new construction. Furthermore, the exceptions listed in: CEQA Section 15300.2 would not 
app1y in: that no cumulative impacts were identified; no significant effect on the environmental were 
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identified; the project is not adjacent to a scenic highway; the project was not identified on a list of 
hazardous waste sites pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code. 

DEVELOPMENT PROJECT MANAGER: 
MAILING ADDRESS: 
PHONE NUMBER: 

Jeffery A. Peterson 
1222 First A venue, MS501, San Diego CA 92101 
(619) 446-5237 

On March 25, 2013 the City of San Diego made the above-referenced environmental determination 
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). This determination is appealable to 
the City Council. If you have any questions about this determination, contact the City Development 
Project Manager listed above. 

Applications to appeal CEQA determination made by staff (including the City Manager) to the City 
Council must be filed in the office of the City Clerk within 15 business days from the date of the 
posting of this Notice. The appeal application can be obtained from the City Clerk, 202 'C' Street, 
Second Floor, San Diego, CA 92101. 

This information will be made available in alternative formats upon request. 



City of San Diego 
Development Services 
1222 First Ave., MS-302 
San Diego, CA 92101 

T8E0rn¥oFS"" IJ>~ (619) 446-5000 
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Ownership Disclosure 
Statement 

Approval Type: Check appropriate box for type of approval (s) requested: I Neighborhood Use Permit ~oastal Development Permit 

L Neighborhood Development Permit I Site Development Permit I Planned Development Permit LConditi~nal Use Permit 
cvariance ['Tentative Map r Vesting Tentative Map CMap Waiver r::: Land Use Plan Amendment • c Other 

Project Title Project No. For City Use Only 

Proje~~~:~s?up\e>< ;;>.2Jo?J ~ 9 
3~7-34\ cA 

r 1 

. 

By signing the Ownership Disclosure Statement. the owner(s) acknowledge that an application for a permit, map or other matter as identified 
above, will be filed with the Citv of San Diego on the subject property, with the intent to record an encumbrance against the propertv. Please list 
below the owner(s) and tenant(s) (if applicable) of the above referenced property. The list must include the names and addresses of all persons 
who have an interest in the property, recorded or otherwise, and state the type of property interest (e.g., tenants who will benefit from the permit, all 
individuals who own the property). A signature is required of at least one of the property owners. Attach additional pages if needed. A signature 
from the Assistant Executive Director of the San Diego Redevelopment Agency shall be required for all project parcels for which a Disposition and 
Development Agreement (DDA) has been approved I executed by the City Council. Note: The applicant is responsible for notifying the Project 
Manager of any changes in ownership during the time the application is being processed or considered. Changes in ownership are to be given to 
the Project Manager at least thirty days prior to any public hearing on ,the subject property. Failure to provide accurate and current ownership 
information could result in a delay in the hearing process. "' 

Additional pages attached rYes 

~wner r Tenant/Lessee I Redevelopment Agency fl-· ·owner C Tenant/Lessee r:::- Redevelopment Agency 

Street Addre~ ~ ... _0. ~ 
.Q5Qe s'dLt:::p.C.c.c.__ ~c. 

" ~ ate/Ziji: ' \ /1 f'"\. Cl· '=t.· • ( ~ --:3 0 H 0, L.__::T""l"" ~ L_o ._57 
P~~ o.:.., · . ..-. lC~ Fax No: 

7) ~29"-SLS- G t<._ 

City/State/Zip: \ /\ 1"\ Q--, ~ 
\ GL... -=:s-o\ a. ~ ____1~ 1 

t Name of Individual (type or print): Name of Individual (type or print): 

r Owner !Tenant/Lessee I Redevelopment Agency r Owner !Tenant/Lessee I Redevelopment Agency 

Street Address: Street Address: 

City/State/Zip: City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: Phone No: Fax No: 

Signature: Date: Signature: Date: 

Printed on recycled paper. Visit our web site at www.sandiego.gov/development-services 
Upon request, this information is available in alternative formats for persons with disabilities. 
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DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
PROJECT CHRONOLOGY 

VISIN DUPLEX - PROJECT NO. 280069 

Date Action Description 

6/7/2012 First Submittal Project Deemed Complete 

7/9/2012 First Assessment 
Letter 

2/14/2013 Second Submittal 

2/28/2013 Second Assessment 
Letter 

3/5/2013 Third Submittal 

3/18/2013 Third Review All issues resolved except the 
Completed community group recommendation 

3/25/2013 NORA Posted Exempt and NORA was posted 

4/16/2013 NORA Appeal NORA appeal period ends. 
Period 

4/17/2013 Applicant Request The applicant submitted a request 
for DSD to make a decision on the 
application. 

4/18/2013 DSD Approval CDP was approved and Notice of 
Decision was distributed, and 
appeal period ended on 5/6/2013 

5/6/2013 Appeal Application DSD received 3 appeal applications 

6/13/2013 Appeal Public First available date 
Hearing 

TOTAL STAFF TIME (Does not include City Holidays or 
City Furlough) 

TOTAL APPLICANT TIME (Does not include City Holidays or 
City Furlough) 

TOTAL PROJECT RUNNING From Deemed Complete to Hearing 
TIME 

ATTACHMENT 18 

City Review Applicant 
Time Response 

(Working 
Days) 

- -
21 days 

149 days 

9 days 

3 days 

9 days 

5 days 

15 days 

1 days 

1 days 

12 days 

27 days 

72 days 

180 days 

252 working days 

(364 calendar days) 




